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Statement of principles
WE, THE MEMBERS OF AEGEE,
young Europeans coming from all regions of the continent, recognise that
we are the future and present of our society and that our contribution to
the construction of Europe is our responsibility. We come together under a
common vision of a democratic, diverse and borderless Europe.
We come together in AEGEE to form an open, voluntary network where we
transform our ideas into actions, develop ourselves to participate actively in
society, and contribute to the European debate with our independent student’s
perspective.

WE HEREBY DECLARE THESE PRINCIPLES TO BE
FUNDAMENTAL TO US:
The diversity of Europe has to be valued, and we reflect it in our organisation.
The richness of our continent relies on people from different cultures and
backgrounds coming together and being united by common values.
Cooperation between people and communities begins with dialogue and
mutual understanding. We bring together students from all regions of Europe
and create friendships that break stereotypes and prejudices.
Freedom and human rights are essential elements of a European society.
Through our work and behaviour, we aim to serve as an example and spread
these values among the youth of our continent.
A strong Europe is built upon the foundations of respect, tolerance and
solidarity. Following these values, we stand for an inclusive society where
citizens enjoy equal opportunities and rights.
Progress in Europe has to be based on knowledge and unlimited access
to education. By providing diverse learning opportunities and supporting a
European dimension in education, we believe it gives young people better
opportunities for the future.
By honoring and promoting these principles we shape a better Europe.
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dear reader,
It’s our pleasure to introduce you the annual publication
of AEGEE / European Students’ Forum. During this year
there was a lot of work behind the European Parliament
elections campaigns, that’s why you will find a new section
in this edition about the elections, to show what we did, all
the projects involved and the activities happening around
our network.
This year’s edition is special because of the elections, but
also because of the increasing of partnership projects.
You will see in the following pages the amount of projects
with grants from the European Parliament, Erasmus Plus,
European Youth Foundation, etc. All of this shows how
AEGEE is also working with other stakeholders to grow
and propose events that will resonate with the youth and
the network.
As you can imagine, the European Parliament election was part of numerous activities in AEGEE, but how to involve
young people? Why is it important for young people to be active citizens? All those questions can be answered with the
presentation of the projects Y vote (p. 65), My Europe My Say (p. 64), Why European Parliament 2.0 (p. 62) and more.
They all shared their ideas behind the projects, their experiences and why youth participation matters. This year was also
the first edition of our Young European Activists’ Hub Festival: Go to p. 47 to discover what happened in Torino at the
beginning of April.
Additionally, AEGEE continued - and is still continuing - amazing projects in the network. In the “Project” section, you’ll
explore how we aim to tackle the issues of gender equality (p. 55 and p.57) and diversity in the youth field (p. 53). You’ll
also find where the Europe On Track team travelled to meet the youth and discuss how to shape the future of Europe
under youth participation (p. 44).
1 year, 2 Agorea and 1 European Planning Meeting (EPM): Find more about our assemblies in Istanbul (p. 74), Bucharest
(p. 75 and p.76), and Izmir (p. 72) through the eyes of the organizers and our Chair Team in the “In the Spotlight” section.
Naturally, so much more is left unsaid and is for you to discover in this 2018-2019 Key to Europe edition.
We would like to thank the team behind this publication, that worked hard the past months in order to make something
great and to have it ready on time. Each of them dedicated their free time to work for this so they deserve a huge thank
you.
At the same time, we also want to thank to everyone who wrote some articles, who did some proofreading, that provided
us with photos for the articles… All the contributions were really valuable. Thank you for that as well.
We hope you will enjoy this edition, that you will discover more about AEGEE and that it will be interesting for you.
On behalf of Key to Europe team,
Alejandra Piot & Maimouna Doumbouya
Editors-in-Chief of Key To Europe 2018/2019
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dear reader,
The high numbers of young people voting are amazing
and now we have to show them that EU really can change
the youth policies for the better. I believe that we can wish
for a greener and solidary union, keeping a close bond
with the green movement and helping them in their fight
for a liveable planet for future generations. We should also
advocate for new policies that can help your people to live
more green.
For example, we need to fight for affordable trains instead
of cheap and more polluting planes. Today it is often much
more expensive to take a train than a plane to travel within
the EU. It is also much more complicated and takes a lot of
time. I hate that I sometimes have to fly to get to work in
Brussels or Strasbourg in time, and I want to change that.
The air sector benefits from tax breaks, at the expense
of other most sustainable modes, and in particular trains.
We need to change that, so the youth can have a more sustainable way of travel in the future. Together we should
fight for a EU budget that delivers, and protect the Planet, to ensure a life in dignity for all and invest in the future. The
EU has made challenging international commitments, including the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals and the Paris
agreement. To meet those commitments we need a strong and greener budget.
I also think it is very important to give every young person in the EU the best possible opportunity’s to have a good life.
You should not have fewer options and opportunities, because you are living in a tiny village, because of your skin colour,
your parents’ income, or the fact that your school is so underfunded. We need to have strong social protections for young
people - mainly from poverty, discrimination and exclusion. You need to feel safe from such threats in the EU. Having a
safe and healthy childhood, good schools, proper childcare, safe playgrounds, quality job training and good universities is
essential, and makes sense – and it costs money. No EU measure, policy or budget decision must negatively affect young
people. Europe is experiencing unprecedented levels of youth unemployment; millions of young people under 25 are
not in education, employment or training and this is a huge risk. Many are leaving school early. Governments continue to
make empty promises while counter-productive crisis policies continue to destroy what is needed to give young people
a future, especially in the southern countries. During the last legislature, the Greens brought to the European Parliament
what could be the beginning of a broader solution: the European Youth Guarantee. This initiative requires governments
to set up programs to help young people enter education, training or employment. I will continue to insist that the
Guarantee should be made binding on Member states, so we secure that they work focused on bringing down youth
unemployment in our union.
Kira Marie Peter-Hansen
Member of the European Parliament
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dear reader,
What you hold in your hands right now is a short, yet
comprehensive, resume of the last twelve months of
work of the thousands of young volunteers who made
2018/2019 an incredible year for AEGEE.
As you can imagine, it is a very hard task to summarize in
just 100 pages all of our projects, events, accomplishments,
advocacy campaigns and more; and it’s even more difficult
to introduce in a few words the passion and the vision that
led all AEGEEans in the last year to the achievement of
such amazing milestones.
Altogether, as young Europeans who trust in and struggle
for a better future, we took over our responsibility as
citizens of Europe and campaigned relentlessly for
a stronger representation of youth in the European
elections, we advocated for a growing, more inclusive civic
society space, we fought for the rights of people with different backgrounds, we discussed the issues related with the rise
of populism, we made our voices heard about the values of non-formal education and intercultural exchange as pillars
for the formation of youth.
Still, in such a politically EU focused year, AEGEE didn’t forget about its true mission to build a borderless Europe. The
European elections gave us the chance to foster the dialogue with young Europeans from non-EU countries, making sure
their opinions and ideas to build together a stronger, more diverse and inclusive Europe counted. And we don’t only talk
but also take actions. Two of our three statutory events this year were held in Turkey and next year our Spring Agora 2020
will be held in Yerevan, Armenia, as the second statutory event of our organization ever held in the Caucasus.
As in the last 34 years, AEGEE, in its role of European Students’ Forum, represented thousands of young people in Europe.
But is our mission over? Obviously not!
We still see our ideal of a borderless, diverse and integrated Europe distant from becoming reality. We need to
acknowledge that a relevant part of European citizens still thinks in borders, both mental and geographical. Nonetheless,
we also recognize the dangerous tendency of the traditionally pro-European forces to refuse to dialogue with these
citizens, merely acknowledging their existence when they transform from political opponents to possible, or often already
lost, voters.
AEGEE trusts in the value of education and dialogue. We will not stop seeking for contact with the people detached from
our current system, valuing their opinion, engaging them in meaningful discussions, showing them the added value of
being together instead of divided, trying to make them realize the beauty we see in a stronger, more united Europe.
This is our next challenge, making AEGEE, more than ever, a solid, reliable bridge in between the youth and Europe.
Europeanly yours,
Evrim Emiroğlu
President of AEGEE-Europe 2018/19
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What is AEGEE?
AEGEE-Europe, or the European Students’ Forum, is one of
the biggest student organisations in Europe, with around
13,000 members spread in around 165 university cities
in 40 countries, welcoming students of all disciplines. It
was founded in 1985 in Paris under the name of EGEE
by political science student Franck Biancheri, and since
then it has spread all over Europe with a Network now
spanning all over the continent, from Western Europe to
the Caucasus and Russia.
The acronym AEGEE stands for Association des États
Généraux des Étudiants de l’Europe. It derives from the first
parliament established during the French Revolution, the
États Généraux, and the Aegean Sea, where democracy
was born 2000 years ago.
Throughout the years, the members have changed and
many different activities have been developed, but AEGEE‘s
vision has remained clear: creating a democratic, diverse
and borderless Europe, which is socially, economically
and politically integrated and values the participation of
young people in its construction and development.
In order to transform this vision into
reality, AEGEE works as a politically
independent, secular and nonprofit organisation, which empowers
students and young people in Europe
to take an active role in society. It

creates a space for dialogue and learning opportunities
for students and, at the same time, acts as their
representative towards decision-makers. In this way,
AEGEE strengthens mutual understanding and brings
Europe closer to young people.
In order to achieve its aims, AEGEE uses five different
means to involve and motivate its members:
Intercultural Exchange
AEGEE creates a space for members of different
backgrounds to meet and learn about cultural differences,
in order to foster mutual understanding. AEGEE supports
mobility and encourages young people to cross borders
and make new friends, to break stereotypes and to
strengthen tolerance, respect and solidarity.
Personal Development and Non-Formal Education
AEGEE provides learning opportunities for the development
of its members through non-formal education and
informal learning. By participating in training courses,
workshops, and active involvement in the organisation,
our members improve their competences (such as

AEGEE-Europe, or the European Students’ Forum,
is one of the biggest student organisations in
Europe, with around 13,000 members spread
in around 165 university cities in 40 countries,
welcoming
students of all
disciplines
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leadership, communication
and team management skills)
which will be useful for their
future.

The European bodies are Projects, Working
Groups (WGs), Interest Groups (IGs), Commissions,
Committees, and the European Board of Directors,
called the Comité Directeur (CD)

Thematic Projects
Thematic
projects,
both
local and international, are
initiatives
developed
by
members of AEGEE. They deal with current challenges
in the European society, create awareness among young
people and propose solutions from a students’ point of
view.

Policy and Advocacy
AEGEE gathers the opinions of European students
and represents them towards stakeholders through
campaigns, lobby actions, conferences and membership
in bigger advocacy platforms. In addition, AEGEE
informs students and young people about the impact
that European policies have on their lives and the
opportunities they offer.
Forum for Discussion
AEGEE provides a space for young Europeans to discuss
and exchange different points of view from a European
perspective, in order to find a common ground. This
exchange of ideas happens in all of our activities, but a
special place for them is inside our projects, conferences
and statutory events (European Planning Meetings and
Agorae).

9

Nowadays, AEGEE’s network of students and young
Europeans provides the ideal platform for volunteers from
different nationalities to work together on cross-border
activities such as international projects, conferences,
seminars, exchanges, training courses, and case study
trips. AEGEE operates in a unique structure, as it directly
connects its local groups and the European bodies without
any national level of organisation, reflecting AEGEE’s ideal
of a Europe without borders. The European bodies are
Projects, Working Groups (WGs), Interest Groups (IGs),
Commissions, Committees, and the European Board of
Directors, called the Comité Directeur (CD).
Strategic Plan and Action Agenda
Every three years, hundreds of AEGEEans meet to draft
the new Strategic Plan. The concept of the Strategic Plan
is to foresee a significant change in the organisation
and in Europe in three years, and put AEGEE in a key
role towards these changes. This is the reason why the
Strategic Plan of AEGEE, in the current shape, is divided in
two main parts, a thematic and an organisational part, the
Action Agenda (AA).
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European Schools and Training Events
Non-formal education is an integral part of AEGEE. Most
of AEGEE’s training events are organised by the AEGEE
Academy, in cooperation with other AEGEE bodies who
are experts in certain fields such as committees of
project teams. These training events are called European
Schools. The events focus on a certain theme or topic,
for example project management, public relations or
fundraising. During these events, participants get a chance
to understand how non-governmental organisations
operate, and at the same time develop their skills. Diverse
training methods, which include lectures, workshops and
To put the thematic focus areas of the Strategic Plan into
case studies, create the perfect environment for fast
practice within the Network, each year a new Action Agenda
knowledge absorption among the trainees. Along with
is developed during the European Planning Meeting. In
European Schools, AEGEEans can also attend trainings
this Action Agenda, certain goals (objectives) are given for
and develop their skills at events such as Local Training
the aims of the focus areas to be worked with in the next
Courses 1 and 2
(LTC),
Regional
Training
Courses
In this Action Agenda, certain goals (objectives) are given
(RTC) and Network
for the aims of the focus areas to be worked with in the
Meetings (NWM).
The Strategic Plan 2014-2017 consists of four focus areas,
namely Spreading Europtimism, Youth Employment,
Youth Mobility, Civic Education. Newly adopted Strategic
Plan 2017-2020 consist as well in four focus area with
the confirmation of the interest in Civic Education,
adding Equal Rights, Youth Development and European
Citizenship. Working Groups carry out the thematic goals
of AEGEE-Europe described in the Strategic Plan of the
organisation. Their goal is to ensure that thematic focuses
of AEGEE have been fulfilled.

next year

year. To help the Network with the implementation of the
Action Agenda and to track the progress with it, there is
the Action Agenda Coordination Committee. Each year, a
team of new members works with the most recent Action
Agenda, cooperating closely with the locals and European
Level bodies of the Network.
Statutory events
The Agora and European Planning Meeting are AEGEE’s
statutory events. The Agora is the General Assembly of
the association, held twice a year, in spring and in autumn,
gathering 600-1000 students for three to four days. The
Agora is the place where young Europeans gather in one
place to build the future of the organisation together.
The main discussions and decisions take place during the
plenary meetings. The participants of the Agora also join
workshops, prytania (to discuss changes to the statutes
of the organisation), progress meetings about ongoing
projects, and other programmes.

Achievements
When looking at the history of AEGEE, the association
has had several important achievements, the bestknown being the effective lobbying for the creation of the
Erasmus programme in the 1980s. In cooperation with
the European Commission, AEGEE played a major role
in convincing the European Union Member States that
mobility programmes are worth investing in. We have
continued on this path ever since, promoting programmes
and advocating for them, such as Erasmus and Socrates,
with the inclusion of more countries, such as Turkey, in the
latter. AEGEE is also known for its longest running project,
the Summer University project, that gathers thousands
of young people each summer providing courses on a
wide range of topics from language courses to seminars
about political, cultural or environmental issues. Recently,
AEGEE projects have been awarded Charlemagne Youth
Prize both on national and general levels of competition.

The European Planning Meeting gathers together around
300 experienced AEGEE members in order to draft the
Action Agenda for the upcoming year. Besides working on
the preparation of AEGEE’s Action Agenda, participants
take part in workshops, panel discussions and round
table discussions related to the general topic chosen for
the event at the previous Agora.
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AEGEE history in a nutshell
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1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

EGEE (the États
Généraux des
Étudiants de l’Europe)
is founded on
16th April 1985

EGEE organises,
together with Le
Monde, the Nuit
de l’Europe, a
simultaneous event
on a variety of topics
in seven European
cities

Lobbying to
implement
the Erasmus
programme with
support of François
Mitterrand

The Summer
University Project
is born.
The organisation’s
name changes to
AEGEE

The Berlin Wall
comes down and
AEGEE decides to
expand itself to the
whole European
continent. The
East-West Working
Group is established

1997

1998

1999

2001

2002

The “Europe and
Euro” project raises
awareness of the
new European
currency, five
years before its
introduction

AEGEE organises
case study trips to
Cyprus, Moldova
and the Former
Yugoslavia

AEGEE becomes
a full Member
Organisation of the
European Youth
Forum

The AEGEE
Academy is
founded.
AEGEE organises
major projects
focusing on peace
and stability under
the Peace Academy
and Education for
Democracy project

AEGEE launches
one of its biggest
and most successful
projects: The
Turkish-Greek Civic
Dialogue

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

AEGEE wins the
Charlemagne
Youth Prize for the
YOUrope Needs
YOU! project

AEGEE organises
the United Nations
Millennium
Development Goals
Conference within
the framework of
the Beyond Europe
project

AEGEE initiates
the Eastern
Partnership Project
to strengthen civic
society in the wider
neighbourhood
countries

AEGEE launches the
Europe on Track
project.
AEGEE carries out
a big advocacy
campaign with
other youth NGOs
and the European
Youth Forum for the
Erasmus+ program

Europe on Track
wins the European
Charlemagne Youth
Prize
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1990

1991

1992

1993

Les Anciens is
established as our
alumni organisation.
AEGEE adopts its
logo, the “key to
Europe”, which
hasn’t changed for
29 years

AEGEE becomes
a pioneer in the
field of non-formal
education by
organising its first
European School in
Madrid

AEGEE receives
consultative status
at the Organisation
for Security and
Cooperation in
Europe (OSCE)

AEGEE receives
official NGO status
at the Council of
Europe (CoE)

2003

2004

2006

2007

AEGEE becomes
a formal member
of the European
Movement
International (EMI)

AEGEE is one of the
founding NGOs of
the European Civil
Society Platform
for Lifelong
Learning (EUCISLLL)

AEGEE launches
the project Take
Control! - ways
to democracy in
Europe

AEGEE plays a
key role in the
enlargement of
the Erasmus
programme to
Turkey.
Creation of the
Sustaining our
Future (SuFu)
project

2014

2015

2016

2018

AEGEE launches the
Y Vote 2014 with
the EP elections
of 2014 in sight.
AEGEE Election
Observation and
Democracy in
Practice are also
launched

AEGEE celebrates its
30th anniversary
with several
conferences all over
Europe, including
the Night of the
Seven Antennae

Your Vision for
EUrope Project
is launched. The
Night of the Seven
Antennae wins
the Bulgarian
Charlemagne
Youth Prize

For the first time, a
statutory event is
held in the Caucasus
Region: EPM 2018
took place from the
8th to the 12th of
March in Yerevan,
Armenia

1996
More than 1000
students are actively
involved in the
conference series of
the Find Your Way
project

2008
Launch of the
YVote2009 campaign
to encourage voting
of young people
in the European
Parliament elections

2019
Y Vote 2019 - Biggest
election related
campaign for AEGEE;
Two statutory
events in a row
in Turkey (Agora
Istanbul and EPM
Izmir)
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AEGEE Structure
AEGEE’s structure is based on a Network of 162 locals, a
bi-annual general assembly, a European Board of Directors
working in Brussels, Commissions, Committees, Working
Groups, Interest Groups and international Project Teams.
Each of these bodies is reflected in the graphic below.

BODIES
Members: 13 000 AEGEEans
Locals: 162 local branches of AEGEE’s network
Find the full list of locals on page 15 and 16.
Comité Directeur: European Board of Directors working
in Brussels
Agora: Bi-annual general assembly of AEGEE
EPM: European Planning Meeting, includes thematic
content and Action Agenda drafting
Chair: Chair Team, responsible for preparing and chairing statutory events
Academy: AEGEE Academy provides high quality
non-formal education training to our members

INTEREST GROUPS
An Interest Group is a group of AEGEE members who
share a common interest
LIG: Language Interest Group
POLIG: Politics Interest Group
CIG: Culture Interest Group
LGBT+: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans, + Interest Group
GEIG: Gender Equality Interest Group
EIG: Education Interest Group
SEIG: Society & Environment Interest Group
H4Y: Health4Youth
MIGR: Migration Interest Group
Read more about AEGEE’s Interest Groups on page 29.

y vote
EoT
30YSU

SU

AEGEE
Europe
Projects

COMMITTEES
AEO

Committees help other bodies by providing them with
services, information, infrastructure and materials needed to fulfill their tasks.

AEGEE
Day

EaP

ACT: Action Agenda Coordination Committee
CIRC: Corporate and Institutional Relations Committee
PRC: Public Relations Committee
ITC: Information Technology Committee
HRC: Human Resources Committee
EQAC: Events Quality Assurance Committee
AEGEEan: AEGEE’s Online Magazine
Read more about Committees on page 28.

POLIG

WORKING GROUPS
Working Groups carry out the thematic goals of AEGEE-Europe described in the Strategic Plan of the organisation. Their goal is to ensure that thematic focuses of
AEGEE have been fulfilled. Policy Officers are responsible
for the coordination of externally oriented activities and
the monitoring of the topics of the Focus Areas
ECWG: European Citizenship
ERWG: Equal Rights
YDWG: Youth Development
CEWG: Civic Education
Read more about Working Groups on page 25.
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EUROPEAN PROJECTS

COMMISSIONS
AEGEE’s commissions supervise the accomplishment of
the rules which direct the functioning of AEGEE.

AEGEE-Europe’s projects deal with topics of interest for
the European youth in general. These European projects
are coordinated by international teams and take action
in several countries. The projects are decided and implemented by the association as a whole and can call on the
resources of AEGEE-Europe for support.

DPC: Data Privacy Commission
NetCom: Network Commission, supports
locals and Working Groups by informing them
about important issues
JC: Juridical Commission, regulates the internal
functioning of the association
Audit: Audit Commission, financial supervision of locals
and the Comité Directeur
MedCom: Mediation Commission,
mediates cases between locals and other
European bodies
Read more about Commissions on page 27.

SU: Summer University Project
AEGEE Day
Y Vote
EoT: Europe on Track
30YSU: 30 Years of Summer University Project
AEO: AEGEE Election Observation
EaP: Eastern Partnership Project
Read more about AEGEE’s projects on page 26.
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Map of the network
AEGEE is present in almost 164 cities spread in 40 countries. The westernmost
AEGEE locals AEGEE-Tenerife and AEGEE-Las Palmas are not situated on the
mainland, but on islands in the Atlantic Ocean. The southernmost local — the
Cypriot antenna of AEGEE-Mağusa — is also located on an island. The easternmost city, where AEGEE is present, lays in the western part of Siberia and it is
represented by the AEGEE-Tyumen. The northernmost point of the association
is touched by the Finnish local AEGEE-Helsinki.
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Your keys to Europe
This list shows 164 cities in around 40 European countries where AEGEE is located. The antennae, contact antennae and contacts
can be located on the map on the previous page with the grid coordinates listed behind them. Contact antennae are one step
away from becoming a full antenna of AEGEE. Contacts are recent additions to the network which have not yet reached the status
of contact antennae.

ANTENNAE

17

A Coruña
Aachen
Alicante
Amsterdam
Ankara
Antalya
Athina

A7
C5
B7
C5
F7
F8
E8

Bakı
Bamberg
Barcelona
Bergamo
Berlin
Bilbao
Bologna
Bratislava
Brescia
Brno
Brussel-Bruxelles
București
Budapest
Burgos

H7
C5
B7

Cagliari
Castelló
Catania
Chişinău
Cluj-Napoca

C7
B7
D8
F6
E6

Darmstadt
Debrecen
Delft
Dresden
Düsseldorf

C5
E6
C5
D5
C5

Eindhoven
Enschede
Erfurt
Eskişehir

C5
C5
D5
F7

Firenze
Frankfurt am Main

D7
C5

C6
E4
B7
D6
D6
C6
D5
C5
E6
D6

Gaziantep
Gdańsk
Genova
Gliwice
Grodno
Groningen

F8
D4
C6
D5
E4
C4

Hamburg
Heidelberg
Helsinki

C4
C5
E3

Iaşi
Ioannina
Istanbul
Izmir

E6
E7
F7
E8

Kaiserslautern
Kharkiv
Köln
Kraków
Kyiv

C5
F5
C5
D5
F5

L’viv
Las Palmas
Leiden
León
Leuven
Lille
Ljubljana
London

E5
A6
C5
B7
C5
C5
D6
B5

Maastricht
Madrid
Mağusa
Málaga
Manchester
Mannheim
Maribor
Messina
Milano
Moskva
Muğla
München

C5
B7
F8
B8
B4
C5
D6
D8
C6
G4
E8
D6

Napoli
Nijmegen
Niš
Novi Sad

D7
C5
E7
D6

Odessa
Osnabrück
Oviedo

F6
C5
B7

Palermo
Paris
Passau
Pécs
Pisa
Ploiesti
Plzeň
Poznań
Praha

D8
B5
D5
D6
D7
E6
D5
D5
D5

Roma
Rostov-na-Donu
Ryazan

D7
G6
G4

Salerno
Samara
Sankt-Peterburg
Santander
Sheffield
Siena
Skopje
Sofia
Stuttgart

D7
H4
F3
B7
B4
D7
E7
E7
C5

Tallinn
Tartu
Tbilisi
Tenerife
Thessaloniki
Tilburg
Torino
Toruń
Treviso
Tyumen

E3
E3
G7
A6
E7
C5
C6
D5
D6
I3
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Udine
Utrecht

D6
C5

Valencia
Valladolid
Verona
Vigo
Voronezh

B7
B7
D6
A7
F5

Warszawa
Wien
Wrocław

E5
D6
D5

Yerevan

G7

Zagreb
Zaragoza
Zielona Góra

D6
B7
D5

København
Lisboa
Lublin
Lyon
Minsk
Montpellier
Naxçıvan
Padova
Palma de Mallorca
Pátra

D4
A7
E5
C6
E4
C6
G7
D6
C6
E7

CONTACT ANTENNAE
Adana
Angers
Bari
Beograd
Białystok
Çanakkale
Cosenza
Hatay
Isparta
Katowice

F8
B6
D7
E6
D5
E7
D7
F8
F8
D5

Reggio Calabria
Stockholm
Strasbourg
Tarragona
Tiranë
Toulouse
Valletta

D8
D3
C5
B7
D7
B6
C8

CONTACTS
Batumi
Gothenburg
Grenoble
Münster
Nicosia
Parma
Sarajevo
Würzburg
Zenica
Zürich

G7
D3
C6
C5
F8
C6
D6
C5
D6
C6
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Statistics

34

years old

founded in 1985

13 000
aegeeans

19

40

countries

164
locals

22

average age
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>100 1
european events

7

st gender
watch
implemented

time

at a Statutory event

european partnership
projects
projects

61 000

likes on facebook page

8

2500

followers on instagram
@aegee_europe

20

@o.miklasinska

@europeontrack

@shakira3.11

@ianshotworthy

@elliehadzhieva

@alee_visuals
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AEGEEgram
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@patriciadevos92

@ruben.verboon

@yvote

@aegee_mannheim

@aegee_heidelberg

@aegeepoznan

@aegee_leiden
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Focus areas - the thematic part of AEGEE
The thematic section of Strategic Plan 2017-2020 defines
new Focus Areas, i.e. 4 fields of interest on which we,
as AEGEE, focus for three consecutive years, as of 1st
August 2017. Among the 19 submitted Focus Area Ideas,
participants of Ideas Factory in León have decided on the
following ones:
EQUAL RIGHTS - with its main aim to educate young
people about the problem of discrimination based on
gender identity, expression and sexual orientation,
in combination with other forms of discrimination
(connected with race, religion, nationality), and to also
promote equity from an intersectional perspective.
CIVIC EDUCATION - connected with all activities directly
contributing to the development of civic competences
(skills, knowledge and attitudes, required to be an active,
democratic, responsible and critical citizen) of young
people as well as enlightening decision-makers on the
key role of civic education in society and pushing them to
take due actions.
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YOUTH DEVELOPMENT - activities and projects aiming to
provide young people with various opportunities to gain
transversal skills and competences, which will contribute
to their employability as well as personal development.
EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP - with the objective of
developing a sense of European belonging among young
people and empowering them to become both more
active and critical European citizens, AEGEE’s aim is not
only to provide them with education on the socio-cultural
differences and similarities of Europe, but also to raise
awareness on the importance of youth participation in
European processes.
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Action Agenda 2018-2019
To put the thematic focus areas of the Strategic Plan
into practice within the Network, each year a new Action
Agenda is developed during the European Planning
Meeting (EPM). In this Action Agenda, concrete goals
(objectives) are given for the aims of the focus areas to be
worked with in the next year.
EQUAL RIGHTS
The Focus Area of Equal Rights has the aim to acknowledge
and tackle discrimination based on gender identity,
expression and sexual orientation, promoting equity
from an intersectional perspective.
Objectives:
1. Organise activities in at least 60 different locals on
diversity, inclusion and/or discrimination, with at least
50% focused on gender or LGBT+ from an intersectional
perspective.
2. Develop a diversity toolkit and have a pilot in 5 locals.
3. Assure the accessibility to and the inclusivity of AEGEE
events, of at least 5 European events, for people with
disabilities.
4. Organise at least 50 local activities on the topic of
sexual harassment or consent.
EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP
The Focus Area of European Citizenship has the aim to
empower young people to become active and critical
European citizens by educating them on the diversity of
European cultures and by enabling them to take an active
role in shaping the European project.
Objectives:
1. Gain statements of support for the reduction of
mobility barriers related to visa by at least 30 policy/
decision makers.
2. Organize 3 case study trips in order to gather knowledge
and advocate for more equal economic, educational,
political and legal opportunities for young people in
Europe (EU/non-EU).
3. Create a Branded Activity featuring and promoting
the diversity in daily lives in different European countries
and its opportunities and involve at least 30 locals in
organizing events related to it.
4. Organise at least 40 local activities on the functioning of
European institutions.

CIVIC EDUCATION
The Focus Area of Civic Education has the aim to promote
civic education by increasing the civic competences
of young people and by putting civic education on the
political agenda.
Objectives:
1. Facilitate 30 activities in high schools on Civic Education.
2. Carry out at least 30 activities to promote the
Sustainable Development Goals.
3. Organize at least 20 activities aimed at developing
debating skills.
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
The Focus Area of Youth Development has the aim
to provide young people with opportunities to gain
transversal skills and competences that contribute to
their personal and professional development.
Objectives:
1. Raise awareness on dealing with mental health issues
of young people with at least 50 activities in at least 30
locals.
2. Inform the Network about at least 40 job opportunities
and/or career stories by contacting various Alumni and/
or youth organizations; of these career stories and job
opportunities, at least 15 must be job opportunities,
which can be offered by the locals themselves.
3. Have at least 25 locals organize at least 50 careeroriented activities.
4. Maintain and promote an online database with at least
25 outlines for training activities on soft skills according to
the needs of the Network
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Working Groups
EQUAL RIGHTS WORKING GROUP
The Focus Area of Equal Rights aims to acknowledge and tackle discrimination based on
gender identity, expression and sexual orientation and promote equity from an intersectional
perspective. The ERWG ensures that AEGEE focuses parts of its activities and advocacy on
Equal Rights and that the yearly objectives of the Action Agenda are met. It develops its own
projects and content, and supports locals in organising events and activities. It is composed
by a maximum of eight members with a one year mandate.

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT WORKING GROUP
As the Youth Development Working Group (YDWG), we believe that self-development is
one of the most important means for personal success and we know that AEGEE offers a
lot of resources and opportunities for our members to develop themselves. As the Working
Group, we want to help everyone get sexy brains through delivering (online) trainings, our
materials database of workshops and useful materials, sharing training opportunities and
much more. Find us on Facebook to find out everything!

CIVIC EDUCATION WORKING GROUP
Civic education aims at learning the competences, i.e. skills, knowledge and attitudes,
required to be an active, democratic, responsible and critical citizen. Its ultimate goal is
to educate the population on democratic citizenship and make them aware of their
rights and responsibilities. There are many subtopics connected to civic education, such
as: Intercultural communication, Media literacy and hate-speech online, Interreligious
communication, Functioning of EU institutions, Political knowledge, Critical thinking, Human
rights education, Participation in elections and democratic decision-making, Environmental
sustainability, Citizens’ rights and duties, Global education, etc.

EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP WORKING GROUP
The Focus Area European Citizenship has the aim to empower young people to become
active and critical European citizens by educating them on the diversity of European
cultures and by enabling them to take an active role in shaping the European project. This
is achieved thanks to organization of thematic conferences on political and cultural topics
throughout Europe beyond the EU countries as well, publication of booklets to help organize
educational trips to the EU institutions and obtain a traineeship there, and strengthening
collaboration with the EU bodies within the framework of pan-European projects such as
European Year of Cultural Heritage and other NGOs.
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Projects
The
Summer
University Project
was born in 1988
with the intention of
promoting European
integration, and it is
currently the biggest
project in AEGEE which involves more than 2000 young
people every year. Summer Universities are events that
take place during the summer in most of the cities where
AEGEE is present, for a period of one to four weeks.
Understanding and exploring the multicultural dimension
of the European continent, tasting its diversity, removing
national borders, fighting for tolerance and becoming
open-minded citizens are only some of the reasons why
twenty to fifty young Europeans attend Summer Univers
ities.
Europe on Track (EoT) has
taken place in 2012, 2014 and
every year since 2016. In each
edition, selected ambassadors
have travelled across Europe
by train with the support of
InterRail to capture young
people‘s vision on the future of
Europe through photos, videos
and interviews. In this year’s edition, twenty local events
and more than one hundred interviews were conducted
on sustainable development.
The
AEGEE
Election
Observation Project (AEO)
provides youth’s perspective
on elections. This is achieved
by training and deploying young people (18-30) on
observation missions to parliamentary elections across
Europe. Mission reports focus on the challenges young
people face as voters, candidates, and generally as actors
in the electoral process. AEGEE Election Observation
Missions are open to AEGEE members and non-members
alike. Since 2014, nearly 500 observers have been
deployed on 20 missions to 14 countries.

Y Vote is a European-wide
campaign designed to encourage
young people in Europe to
make informed choices at the
European Parliament elections. The project believes, that
youngster need to receive better information regarding
the European elections, European institutions and the
European Union in general to become active citizens.
Therefore, conventions and local actions for AEGEEans
and young citizens will be organised in the course of one
year and a voting guide will be developed to help voters
find out how to vote in their country.
30 Years of Summer
University
Project.
2018 marks the 30th
anniversary of AEGEE’s
longest running project
– Summer Universities! On this occasion AEGEE takes a
look back at its history and looks forward to the future
of SUs. Throughout the summer season, celebrations
happen all around the network. The new Summer
Events pilot ‘Summer Breaks’ is introduced and teams of
adventurers travel across the network to capture insights
of different SUs. The project’s core team is supported by
many assistants and adventurers. Together, they create
workshops, audiovisual materials and an anniversary
booklet.
AEGEE Eastern Partnership Project
2016 – 2018 is an undertaking created
out of commitment of young Europeans
who understand the importance of youth
initiative. We recognise the necessity to provide young
leaders, activists and entrepreneurs with opportunities
to experience the advantages of work in an international
environment; to encounter cultural diversity and to
establish a relationship of friendship and mutual respect
among themselves.

The AEGEE Day is a
project that aims at
organising at least one
activity per member
organisation to show
the strength of the network and to unite our members,
regardless of where they are based.
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Commissions and other bodies
COMMISSIONS
A Commission is supervising and ensuring compliance with the rules that are governing the functioning of AEGEE.

Network
Commission
(NetCom)
The Network Commission
is the body entitled to
strengthen, support and help
the Network. It works in close
cooperation with the Network Director and all the AEGEE
Locals, and is functioning essentially as a bridge between
AEGEE-Europe and the Locals. Network Commissioners
take measures to help threatened Locals and support the
new ones, while motivating the Antennae to grow and to
develop themselves. Besides that, they organise Network
Meetings (NWMs) and Regional Training Courses (RTCs).
Mediation Commission (MedCom)
The Mediation Commission provides
expertise in the field of conflict
management and acts as a mediator
in conflict situations aiming for
reconciliation from a neutral standpoint.
Moreover, it acts as the ombudsman for
cases concerning data privacy. It consists of four AEGEE
members and the president of the Juridical Commission,
as well as a member of the Comité Directeur as an
observer.The Mediation Commission can be addressed
by any person or Body in AEGEE via medcom@aegee.org
Juridical Commission (JC)
The Juridical Commission ensures that
the internal functioning of AEGEEEurope is according to its Statutes (CIA).
They assist the bodies and Antennae of
AEGEE-Europe with legal matters, verify
the conformity of the Statutes of each
Antenna, verify the signing of the Convention d’Adhésion
with new Antennae and integrate the modifications of the
Statutes, that are accepted.
Audit Commission
The Audit Commission is responsible
for auditing, checking, reporting,
improving and investigating on the
finances of AEGEE-Europe, AEGEEEurope events and Antennae. They
are also actively supporting Locals in
improving the quality of their Financial Reports and create
a space for economic/financial discussions.
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Data Privacy Commission (DPC)
The aim of this commision is to support
AEGEE-Europe’s path to compliance with
the General Data Protection Regulation,
a new set of EU regulations that came
into force on 25th of May 2018. The main
activities of the committee include: creating
an overview of data flows; establishing
a register of processing operations; developing a data
breach protocol (including a register of data breaches);
developing processing agreement contracts for third
parties; exploring possibilities of how to obtain the
necessary consent of members of AEGEE antennae to
gather and process their data by AEGEE-Europe; and
answering questions relevant for the implementation of
the GDPR.

OTHER BODIES
Chair Team
The Chair Team presides over
the Agora - Statutory Event of
AEGEE-Europe. The team has four
positions: Chairperson and ViceChairperson (elected for one year,
chairing and managing the Agora), Secretary of the Agora
(responsible for the minutes), IT Responsible of the Chair
Team (responsible for the IT management of the event).
They can take Job Shadowers and Secretary Assistants to
support them with their workload.

AEGEE Academy
AEGEE-Academy is an official
partner association of AEGEEEurope,
functioning
as
the
organisation’s official pool of
trainers. Several times a year,
AEGEE-Academy
organises
European Schools on different topics, as well as other
training courses. AEGEE-Academy addresses the internal
education needs of the Network and supports Locals with
trainers and training materials whenever needed.
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Committees
A Committee supports the work of AEGEE-Europe in specific organisational fields. Their role is to help locals and European Bodies
by providing them with services, information, knowledge, materials and infrastructure needed to fulfil their tasks.

Action
Agenda
Coordination
Committee (ACT)
The Action Agenda Coordination
Committee supports the locals and
European Bodies in the implementation
of the Action Agenda, explains the
importance of putting the thematic Focus Areas into
practice, and measures the final fulfilment of the goals
that we as an organisation want to achieve. The team also
contributes to the drafting of the new Action Agenda at
the European Planning Meeting.

Public Relations Committee (PRC)
The Public Relations Committee
supports the AEGEE Network in terms
of communication, public relations,
graphic design, development and
implementation of the Visual Identity.
Their members are in constant contact
with locals and European Bodies aiding
their needs in terms of PR materials, campaign strategies
and further tools for improving the visibility of their
actions.

Corporate
and
Institutional
Relations Committee (CIRC)
The Corporate and Institutional
Relations Committee supports the
financial stability of AEGEE-Europe
by
developing
corporate
and
institutional fundraising strategies
and partnerships. CIRC also assist any local or body that
needs help with fundraising.

The AEGEEan
The AEGEEan is the online
magazine
reporting
on
AEGEE-Europe’s
activity.
Founded in 2011, it contains articles on European bodies,
members, events and current topics in Europe. The Press
Team is reporting live on statutory events for members
who can’t attend.

Events
Quality
Assurance
Committee (EQAC)
The Events Quality Assurance
Committee works on improving
the quality standards and making
the impact of AEGEE events
by managing the assessment
procedure from preparing and submitting the event
application forms, supporting the organisers, to the final
evaluation once the event has taken place.

Information
Technology
Committee (ITC)
The Information Technology
Committee supports AEGEEEurope in everything related to IT by offering support to
users and maintaining the hardware. Among other tasks,
they are responsible for the development of the new
Online Membership System (OMS) and the maintenance
of the current membership system and the mailing lists.

Human
Resources
Committee (HRC)
The Human Resources
Committee
supports
and
educates
the
Network of AEGEE in the field of Human Resources
Management. Among their tasks is raising the awareness
of the importance of AEGEE Identity, coordinating the
implementation of a tailored HR cycle, making sure
through Internal Education that individual new members
receive all necessary skills and knowledge. Finally, they
also provide mentoring and guidance to the European
Bodies, locals and individuals for example through the
mentorship system during statutory events.
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Interest Groups
An Interest Group (IG) is an informal group of AEGEE members interested in one particular topic. The purpose of such group is to
create a space in AEGEE to gather members with the same interest and provide a space for discussion for them.

The Culture Interest Group
(CIG) consists of enthusiastic
European culture lovers that
aim to spread culture in any
form, from folkloristic concepts
to the international sphere. Its
members write a multicultural
blog called “Momus“ (www.
aegeemomus.eu).

The goal of the Language
Interest Group (LIG) is to
raise the awareness within
AEGEE about the value of
multilingualism, to encourage
and help AEGEEans to learn
more foreign languages and
to discuss issues related to language policies, minority
languages and linguistic diversity. The main project
organised by this interest group is the yearly European
Day of Languages.

The Migration Interest Group
(MIGR) focuses its activities on
raising awareness about the
current global and European
situation on migrants from different
perspectives; sharing best practices
to contribute to the internal
education regarding migration in
AEGEE; taking concrete initiatives
of volunteering; participating at
Migration-related conferences and meetings representing
AEGEE Europe; and advocating the rights of migrants.

The LGBT+ Interest
Group aims to make
Europe a better, more
tolerant and more openminded place by raising
awareness and creating
discussion about LGBT
related topics.
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The Society & Environment
Interest Group aims to make
a
lasting
change
towards
sustainability. Our goals are
spreading awareness, education
and making AEGEE itself more
sustainable. We have an active
Facebook group, give workshops and push for a change
in practice such as more sustainable Agorae and Summer
Universities. We are a motivated team that strongly values
the fun side of change making. We hope that AEGEE takes
a leading role in sustainability to cherish our wonderful
organisation and our planet!

The
Gender
Equality
Interest
Group
creates
a space for discussion
and learning about issues
regarding gender. It strives
for equality within AEGEE
network as well as outside
of it, focusing on gender and
taking into account other
ways of discrimination from
an intersectional perspective.

Politics Interest Group
(POLIG) is a body of AEGEE
aiming to increase political
education within AEGEE,
break the insecurity of
sharing
political
ideas,
discuss theory vs practical,
broaden our horizons, feed our curiosity, get instant
political news as local and work for a better society as
young people. One can start political discussions with
your fellow locals by organising Europe Cafés in your city
with us, and with internationals on our Facebook group as
well as in POLIG’s future events to come.
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AEGEE Cooperates
ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE
FRANCK BIANCHERI (AAFB)
Association des Amis de Franck
Biancheri aims to bring in and promote many actions in
order to disclose Franck Biancheri’s work to the general
public in Europe and the world. As Franck Biancheri was
the founder of AEGEE, there was a cooperation for the
30th Anniversary of our organisation. Since 2014, AAFB
each year rewards an initiative in AEGEE with the Franck
Biancheri Award.
BOARD OF EUROPEAN
STUDENTS OF TECHNOLOGY
(BEST)
BEST is a student NGO which
provides communication, cooperation and exchange
possibilities for students all over Europe. BEST and AEGEE
share knowledge and best practices, work together on
training opportunities and participate in each other’s
events.
BRUSSELS
INTERNS
NGO
(B!ngo)
B!NGO focuses on promoting
quality internships, supporting
interns
and
dialogue
with
stakeholders on this matter. B!ngo and AEGEE-Europe
cooperate on the basis of mutual promotion, exchange of
events and initiatives related to quality internships.
THINK YOUNG
Think Young is a Brusselsbased think tank focusing on
young Europeans. It aims at
mobilising young Europeans
into reflecting upon their future, believing in their potential
and showing the results to political, business and social
actors. AEGEE-Europe and Think Young cooperate on
the basis of mutual promotion, exchange of events and
sharing best practices.

DEBATING EUROPE
Debating Europe is a platform
which
connects
European
citizens and politicians together
in an online debate. It brings questions, comments and
ideas of citizens directly to the policy makers and experts
that can trigger a discussion on European challenges.
ORGANIZATION
FOR
SECURITY
AND
COOPERATION IN EUROPE
(OSCE)
The OSCE is the world’s largest world’s largest regional
security organization and has a comprehensive approach
to security that encompasses politico-military, economic
and environmental, and human aspects. It addresses a
wide range of security-related concerns, including arms
control, confidence- and security-building measures,
human rights, national minorities, democratization,
policing strategies, counter-terrorism and economic and
environmental activities. All 57 participating States enjoy
equal status, and decisions are taken by consensus on
a politically, but not legally binding basis. AEGEE-Europe
and OSCE maintain their link through AEGEE’s Liaison
Officer towards the OSCE. This year OSCE representatives
provided a workshop for the Conference ‘Citizenship at
its Grassroots’ by AEGEE-Warszawa and ECWG, OSCE
has provided support for AEGEE Election Observation
Project and in the preparations for the organisation of a
side event during the Human Dimension Implementation
Meeting 2018.
ASIA-EUROPE
FOUNDATION
(ASEF)
ASEF (Asia-Europe Foundation)
promotes
greater
mutual
understanding
between
Asia
and Europe through intellectual,
cultural and people-to-people
exchanges. They organize around 25 projects per year,
involving 100+ events in Asia and Europe.
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Partners and supporters
COUNCIL OF EUROPE & EUROPEAN YOUTH FOUNDATION
The Council of Europe advocates freedom of expression and of the
media, freedom of assembly, equality, and the protection of minorities.
The European Youth Foundation (EYF) is a fund established in 1972 by
the Council of Europe to provide financial and educational support for
European youth activities.

ERASMUS+
The EU programme for Education, Training, Youth and Sport for the
period 2014-2020. The aim of Erasmus+ is to contribute to the Europe
2020 strategy for growth, jobs, social equity and inclusion, as well as
the aims of ET2020, the EU’s strategic framework for education and
training.

INTERRAIL
Interrail.eu is the online company for European rail passes. It offers
Interrail passes that lets you travel through 30 European countries by
train. Traveling to the adventurous Balkans, the sunny south, or the
breath-taking nature in Scandinavia; with the convenience of a rail pass a
unique adventure awaits you. Interrail passes are for European travelers
only. Are you from a non-EU country? Check out Eurail passes at www.
eurail.com

EDUOPINIONS
Do you recall how overwhelming it was to make a decision about your
university? EDUopinions is a ‘student community,’ it is the new way to
connect students from around the world and help them find their ideal
studies through genuine student reviews. What do you think about your
University? Write your review and help other students, who are thinking
of studying at your University, make the right decision.

A&O HOTELS AND HOSTELS
a&o is the largest hostel chain in Europe. A new take on the famed
accommodation has created a perfect environment for both short and
long-term relocations for students and young professionals. Stay with
like-minded people as part of AEGEE’s membership, with a 10% discount
on all our locations, including Europe’s top cities Amsterdam, Berlin &
Venice.
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CURVE
Curve is an all your cards in one digital wallet where for the first
time you can combine all your cards into one. They provide many
benefits from better budgeting, high rewards and offering 0%
fees on foreign transactions - the perfect tool for students. This
is especially handy for international students and ones studying
for a year abroad where you can now access home bank accounts
abroad and avoid high fees.

EUROSENDER
Eurosender is an European online platform for ordering door-todoor shipping. It allows users to ship their packages or luggage
in a more convenient and affordable way – up to 70% cheaper.
Eurosender gives an instant and final price for shipping services
and it partners with all the mayor courier companies.
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AEGEE in Platforms
EUROPEAN YOUTH FORUM (YFJ)
The European Youth Forum is
the umbrella platform of youth
organisations in Europe, bringing
together 100 youth organisations.
It represents the common interests
of millions of young people and
advocates for youth rights in international institutions.
AEGEE-Europe is currently represented in the Board by
Luis Alvarado Martínez and present in various networks
on topics like volunteering, funding, European Youth
Strategy, mobility and education.
EUROPEAN
MOVEMENT
INTERNATIONAL (EMI)
The European Movement is
the largest pan-European
network of pro-European organisations. It is present in 39
countries and encompasses 36 international associations,
bringing together European civil society, business,
trade unions, NGOs, political parties, local authorities
and academia. Since its foundation 70 years ago EMI
has advocated in favour of European co-operation and
integration, based on the principles of peace, democracy,
liberty, solidarity, equality, justice, the respect for human
rights and the rule of law. AEGEE-Europe is currently
represented in the EMI board by Florian Hauger. This year,
a group of AEGEEans was also present at Sharing Europe,
EMI’s celebration to mark the 70th anniversary of The
Hague Congress where they gathered citizens movements
from across Europe, stakeholders representing society at
large, political parties, academia, business, trade unions,
youth organisations, local government, environmental
movements. Right before this event, the first Political
Committee meetings took place, in which several
AEGEEans are active as members until 2020.
CIVIL SOCIETY
EUROPE (CSE)
Civil Society Europe consists of
various European civil society
umbrella
organisations.
The aim of the platform is
to facilitate and enable horizontal and vertical dialogue
between the European civil society and policy makers.
In a context of shrinking civic space in a number of
EU countries, the focus of Civil Society Europe was to
push for an overall strategy on promoting civic spaces
and democracy, such as through the resolution on the
‘European Values Instrument’ adopted by the European
Parliament in April. The platform also produced a Civic
Space Report giving the state of the art of civic space in
Europe based on input from member organisations and
beyond.
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EUROPEAN CIVIC FORUM
(ECF)
The European Civic Forum
is a transnational network
that brings together over 100 associations and nongovernmental organisations across 27 countries in
Europe actively working on issues such as citizenship
education, defence of Human Rights and the advocacy
of Democracy. In January, forum launched the Civic
Space Watch: collaborative online tool contributing to
better observing the state of civic space across Europe
by gathering together alerts from civil society, existing
analyses and institutional resources. The beginning of
the year also marked the launch of the MEGA campaign,
calling on all of us to Make Europe Great for All. This
year the representation of AEGEE-Europe in the Steering
Committee was handed over from Maarten de Groot
and Loes Rutten to Dorothea Harles. With the European
Parliamentary Elections coming up, AEGEE’s YVote
campaign and ECF MEGA campaign will join forces to
mobilise as many citizens as possible to make their voices
heard.
LIFELONG LEARNING
PLATFORM (LLL Platform)
The Lifelong Learning Platform
is an umbrella that gathers
more than 40 European organisations active in the
field of education, training and youth, coming from all
over Europe and beyond. Currently these networks
represent more than 50 000 educational institutions and
associations covering all sectors of formal, non-formal
and informal learning. It aims to voice citizens’ concerns
about lifelong learning. The idea is that no one should
be left out and that bridges are built across sectors to
increase access to quality education for all. This vision is
meant to ensure equity and social cohesion as well as
active citizenship. The Lifelong Learning Platform believes
that the objectives of education and training should not
only be described in terms of employability or economic
growth but also as a framework for personal development.
By bringing together actors from all sectors of education
and training, the Lifelong Learning Platform creates a
space to exchange innovative practices, Europe-wide. The
Platform also strives to set up a strengthened dialogue
between civil society organisations and public authorities
in order to modernise our educational systems as well as
to support public sector innovation. AEGEE is represented
in the Steering Committee by Joanna Pankowska, former
Projects Director of AEGEE-Europe.
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ADVISORY
COUNCIL
ON
YOUTH OF THE COUNCIL OF
EUROPE (AC)
The Advisory Council consists of
30 representatives from youth
NGOs and networks which give
input for all the youth sector
activities of the Council of Europe. It co-manages and codecides on policies, programme priorities, and budget
allocation. Until the end of 2017 AEGEE-Europe was
represented by Marko Grdošić as the Chair of the AC.
INFORMAL FORUM FOR
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS (IFISO)
IFISO is a platform of 28
international
student
organisations, covering around 22 million students around
the globe. It aims to support and improve international
student organisations through networking, cooperation,
and sharing knowledge and best practices. It can be
compared to an AEGEE’s network meeting, but between
international organisations instead of AEGEE locals. There
are two meetings per year. Last autumn it took place in
Belgrade and was hosted by the International Forestry
Students’ Association. The big topics of discussions were
mainly how to ensure quality in events, how to manage
human resources, and an analysis of the differences
of the training systems. The Spring meeting hosted by
AEGEE-Europe instead focused on financial practices,
and more pressing matters such as the new General Data
Protection Regulation. Being located in Brussels, for the
first time after many years, several organisations based
in Brussels also participated and gave their input, a very
good thing for the diversity of opinion.

CONFERENCE OF INGOS OF
THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE
Conference of INGOs of the
Council of Europe is a platform which provides space for
civil society in the Council of Europe – one of the oldest
government organisation on our continent. Within the
Conference, we have 3 Thematic Committees: Education
and Culture Committee, Human Rights Committee and
Democracy, Social Cohesion and Global Challenges
Committee. Their purpose is to facilitate co-ordination
between the INGOs in specific interest areas, serve as
common interlocutors for all the Council of Europe bodies,
and ensure more effective participation in the activities of
these bodies. Beside that Conference organises country
visits’ in the member states, where with support from
experts of law, the legislation regarding NGOs’ is being
checked.
EUROPEAN CITIZEN ACTION
SERVICE
European
Citizen
Action
Service is an international
umbrella organisation providing services to a network of
150 civil society organisations and citizens on EU citizens’
rights enforcement and civic participation in the EU
decision-making process.
EASTERN
PARTNERSHIP
CIVIL SOCIETY FORUM
The Eastern Partnership Civil
Society Forum aims to strengthen civil society’s role in the
European Neighbourhood Policy.
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Patrons of AEGEE
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Eva Maydell
Member of the European Parliament (EPP),
Co-Chair of the Youth Intergroup and President of European Movement International
Permanent patron of AEGEE-Europe

Brando Benifei
Member of the European Parliament (S&D)
and Vice-Chair of the Youth Intergroup
Permanent patron of AEGEE-Europe

Federica Mogherini
High Representative of the Union for Foreign
Affairs and Security Policy / Vice-President of
the Commission
For: European Planning Meeting Yerevan (2018)

Jo Leinen
Member of European Parliament (S&D) and
Former President of European Movement
International
For: Autumn Agora Catania (2017)

Antonio Tajani
President of the European Parliament
For: Autumn Agora Catania (2017)

Rainer Wieland
Vice President of the European Parliament
For: Autumn Agora Catania (2017)

Viviane Reding
Former Vice President of the European
Commission
For: European Boards’ Meeting Lublin (2014)

Ban Ki-moon
Secretary General of the United Nations
For: Autumn Agora Zaragoza (2013)

Herman Van Rompuy
Former President of the European Council
For: Spring Agora Rhein Neckar (2013)

Androulla Vassiliou
Former Commissioner for Education,
Multilingualism, Culture and Youth
For: European Boards’ Meeting Valletta (2013)

Martin Schulz
President of the European Parliament
For: Autumn Agora Budapest (2012), Spring
Agora Rhein Neckar (2013) and the Y Vote
2014 campaign (2013-2014)

José Manuel Barroso
Former President of the
European Commission
For: Autumn Agora Budapest (2012)

Dr. James Skelly
Director Emeritus of the Baker Institute for
Peace and Conflict Studies at Juniata College,
Pennsylvania
For: Beyond Europe Flagship Project (2010)

Baroness Catherine Ashton
Former First Vice President of the
European Commission
For: Eastern Partnership Project (2012)

MEMBERS OF EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
FOR EUROPE ON TRACK PROJECT (2012)

MEMBERS OF EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
Y VOTE 2014 CAMPAIGN (2013-2014)

Marian Harkin (ALDE)
Salvador Sedó i Alabart (EPP)
Katarína Neveďalová (S&D)
Eider Gardiazabal Rubial (S&D)

Juan Fernando López Aguilar (S&D)
Eider Gardiazabal Rubial (S&D)
Iratxe García Pérez (S&D)
Joachim Zeller (EPP)
Gabriel Mato Adrover (EPP)
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MEMBERS OF EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
Y VOTE 2019 CAMPAIGN
Ismail Ertug
Dita Charanzová
Maria Arena
Hilde Vautmans
Bas Eickhout
Heidi Hautala
Petri Sarvamaa
Elmar Brok
Dietmar Köster
Petras Auštrevičius
Miroslavs Mitrofanovs
Anneli Jäätteenmäki
Karoline Graswander-hainz
Tokia Saïfi
Bart Staes
Knut Fleckenstein
Laurenţiu Rebega
Benedek Jávor
Laima Liucija Andrikienė
Julia Reda
Luigi Morgano
Marc Tarabella
David Martin
Angelika Niebler
Igor Šoltes
Birgit Collin-Langen
Maria Noichl
Sirpa Pietikäinen

Evelyne Gebhardt
Karima Delli
Alain Lamassoure
Tiemo Wölken
Julie Ward
Tomáš Zdechovský
Birgit Sippel
Ramón Luis Valcárcel Siso
Andreas Schwab
Michaela Šojdrová
Kati Piri
Anna Záborská
Yana Toom
Petra Kammerevert
Iuliu Winkler
José Inácio Faria
Martin Häusling
Ivan Štefanec
Arndt Kohn
Paul Tang
Jo Leinen
Eva Maydell
Sabine Verheyen
Elly Schlein
Pascal Arimont
Terry Reintke
Brando Benifei
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Honorary members
Honorary Members are individuals who have performed outstanding service to or support for AEGEE-Europe and therefore have
been awarded the highest recognition in our association. Nominations are submitted by locals or bodies of AEGEE-Europe and are
subject to ratification at the Agora.

Franck Biancheri
1989, AEGEE-Paris
Honorary President of AEGEE-Europe,
Founder of AEGEE, President of AEGEEEurope 1985-1988. Recognised for the
creation of the organisation, for his contribution in
launching important initiatives that influenced European
policy makers and European students, such as the
introduction of the Erasmus Programme.

Zsuzsa Kigyós
1995, AEGEE-Budapest
Founder of AEGEE-Budapest in 1990,
Organiser of the Agora in Budapest
in 1991, the first Agora in Central and
Eastern Europe, President of AEGEE-Europe 1993-1994.
Recognised for her involvement in establishing AEGEE
in Central and Eastern Europe, as well as being AEGEEEurope’s first female president.

Georg von der Gablentz
1993, AEGEE-Berlin
President of AEGEE-Europe 1990-1992,
President of the East-West Working Group,
President of AEGEE-Berlin. Recognised for
his contribution in increasing the participation of AEGEE
antennae in the decision-making process of AEGEE, as
well as for his initiatives to open up AEGEE to students
from Central and Eastern European countries.

Philipp von Klitzing
1996, AEGEE-Aachen
Member of the Comité Directeur in
1993/1994.
Editor-in-Chief
of
the
OneEurope Magazine 1994-1998, and
ongoing support for the past twenty years of AEGEE’s
technical infrastructure. Recognised for his contribution
of introducing the concept of long-term strategic planning
and yearplan projects that helped AEGEE to streamline
and focus its activities, and also for his enormous
dedication to the IT infrastructure of the organisation.

Vittorio Dell’Aquila
1993, AEGEE-Milano
Coordinator of the AEGEE Summer
University Project, the largest and longestrunning mobility project of AEGEE-Europe,
from 1990-1995, Vice-President of AEGEE-Europe 19901991. Recognized for his dedication to promote, develop,
disseminate and support the Summer University Project
and for his dedication to promote the use and learning of
different languages.

Jeroen Hoogerwerf
1993, AEGEE-Amsterdam
Chairperson of the Agora 1990-1991,
President of AEGEE-Europe 1992-1993,
President of AEGEE-Amsterdam, first Chief
Editor of the News Bulletin 1988-1989.

Michael Merker
1993, AEGEE-Leipzig
Member of the Comité Directeur of AEGEEEurope 1990-1992, Vice-President of
AEGEE-Europe 1991-1992, Chairperson
of the Agora 1994-1995, founder of AEGEE-Leipzig, the
first AEGEE antenna behind the Iron Curtain in 1990.
Recognised for his involvement in AEGEE’s expansion to
the East and the foundation of new locals beyond the Iron
Curtain.
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Stefan Recksiegel
1999, AEGEE-Karlsruhe
One of the leading people of AEGEE’s IT
Working Group in the early year’s of the
internet. Administrator of the first AEGEE
server, President of AEGEE-Karlsruhe. Recognised for
innovations and improvements which he brought forward
in the field of IT in AEGEE, and as well for his contribution
in establishing AEGEE on Cyprus.
Markus Schönherr
2001, AEGEE-Passau
Founder and Speaker of the Visa Freedom
Fighters (Visa Freedom Working Group),
Financial Director and Network Director
of AEGEE-Europe 1997-1998, first generation Network
Commission member in 1997, Organiser of Case Study
Trip Moldavia in 1997. Recognised for his commitment to
the network development in Central and Eastern Europe
and his activities to abolish visa restrictions in Europe.
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Michiel Van Hees
2002, AEGEE-Eindhoven
Member of the Coordination Team of the
AEGEE-Europe Yearplan Projects “Find
Your Way” in 1996 and “Europe and Euro” in
1997, creator of AEGEE.tv in 2002, creator and organiser
of several Media Schools, Liaison Officer towards the
European Cultural Foundation in 1996, President of
AEGEE-Eindhoven, Main Organiser of the Presidents
Meeting in Eindhoven 1996, founder and President of
AEGEE-Arnhem in 1998. Recognised for his contribution
to AEGEE-Europe projects and for introducing AEGEE.tv
and Media Schools.

Olivier Genkin
2005, AEGEE-Mainz/Wiesbaden
Project Manager of Yearplan Project of
AEGEE-Europe “EU & Europe” in 20032004, Speaker of the International Politics
Working Group 2000-2004, member of the AddressBook
Coordination Team, AEGEE20 Project Team Member
2004-2005. Recognised for his overall contribution to
the organisation, development and planning of new
AEGEE-Europe projects, establishment of new antennae,
constant support to European project teams.

Gunnar Erth
2006, AEGEE-Szeged
Editor-in-Chief of five Keys to Europe,
among them the 20th Anniversary Book,
Organiser of five European Schools, two
PRES and several other European trainings, Member
of the Comité Directeur 1996, Network Commissioner
1997-1998,
Members
Commissioner
1999-2000,
President of the Human Rights Working Group 19951996, Board member of the PRWG, Founding member
of the AEGEE Academy, Member of the Coordination
Team of the AEGEE-Europe Yearplan Project “Find Your
Way”. Recognised for his contribution to AEGEE-Europe’s
publications and human resources trainings.

Silvia Baita
2009, AEGEE-Cagliari
President of AEGEE-Europe 2004-2005,
Network Director of AEGEE-Europe 2004,
Vice-Chairperson of the Agora 2006, PRWG
board member 2002-2003. Recognised for being a prime
example of female leadership for many years, being a rare
person in the history of AEGEE who took both the roles
of the President of AEGEE and Chairperson of the Agora.

Burcu Becermen
2012, AEGEE-Ankara
President of AEGEE-Europe in 2005,
European Institutions Director of AEGEEEurope 2004-2005, Project Manager of the
“Turkish-Greek Civic Dialogue Project” 2002-2005. Young
European of the Year in 2006, awarded by the Schwarzkopf
Foundation. Recognised for her contribution to peacebuilding, people-to-people contacts and cooperation
of young people and organisations in the region by
managing the large-scale Dialogue Project.

David Stulik
2013, AEGEE-Praha
Vice-President of of AEGEE-Warszawa
1991-1993, one of the first AEGEE members
who got accepted at Central European
University, speaker of the East-West WG – 1993-1994
(helping many east locals open, when we decided to open
AEGEE to east), Projects Director and Vice-President of
AEGEE-Europe -1995-1996, Coordination Team of Find
your Way project of AEGEE-Europe, Coordinator of the
Case Study trip to Ukraine in 1995 – establishment of
AEGEE antennae in Ukraine, first ever Young European
of the Year, awarded by Schwarzkopf Foundation in 1997
(the year this award was created).

Christophe Leclerq
2014, AEGEE-Köln
He was part of the first group of AEGEEans
who shaped this organisation (involved in
the famous dinner with French President
Mitterand and the strong lobby towards the Erasmus
programme), and after his active time in AEGEE he
founded Euractiv, one of the leading online media
platforms for European issues. He has provided valuable
support to our European Boards in Brussels year after
year, with his personal advice and through a special
partnership with Euractiv.

Bernhard Müller
2017, AEGEE-Augsburg
Honorary member of his local, former
AEGEE-Augsburg. In 1996, he was the
founder of the Network Commission, during
Autumn Agora Athina 1996. He was also the founder of
the AEGEE-Academy in Spring Agora Barcelona 1999. CD
member from Spring Agora Barcelona 1999, responsible
for Internal Education.

Kamala Schütze
2009, AEGEE-Gießen, AEGEE-Termoli
Secretary-General of AEGEE-Europe 20042005, Project Manager and member of the
Summer University Coordination Team
2000-2007, Address Book Coordination Team member
2003-2007. Recognised for her years of devotion to the
Summer University Project of AEGEE-Europe, and for
bringing innovation and quality to AEGEE’s biggest and
most important project to this day.
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Comité Directeur 56
One year ago, we were about to start a life changing
adventure as newly elected Comité Directeur. Full of great
expectations, big dreams and a lot of positive spirit we
were ready to take the reins of the huge machine called
“AEGEE” and head it for the next 12 months. Soon, we
will leave this vessel in new hands, but unforgettable
memories, long-lasting friendships, and priceless
experiences will stay with us forever. It was a “journey
with problems to solve, lessons to learn, but mostly
experiences to enjoy.”
In mid-July, seven people from different parts of Europe
traveled one more time to Brussels with a huge amount
of luggage, and with curiosity about the year lying ahead
of them. It was one of the hottest summers in Belgium
which was great news since we had quite a lot of people
coming from the Mediterranean area. Following, two
weeks we had an intensive KT starting from 9 a.m. until
2 a.m., and dove into topics concerning all areas of our
organization.
At the end of September, we supported the initiative
from the Eastern Partnership Project by attending their
Study Trip in Georgia. The ambassadors aimed to study
further Georgian identity and diversity and report to
the European youth as an example of multiculturalism.
During the study trip, meetings with the potential partner
organizations, universities, Georgian youth, and meetings
with the representatives of Georgian diversity in form of
minorities of regional youth actors took place. As a result
of the project, the project team published the report,
and we celebrated the new contact in Batumi joining our
network.
In October, eyes of the
Network were on Istanbul,
the place of Autumn Agora
2018. Our first statutory
event as Comité Directeur
was preceded by weeks
of intensive preparations
and curiosity how the
most important, bi-annual
AEGEE event will look like,
from a completely new
perspective for us. Agora
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Istanbul focused on sustainability, with an Action Day
on the Sustainable Development Goals, with interesting
sessions moderated by experts in this field and a city rally
across Istanbul, where participants were fulfilling tasks
about the SDGs. It was node to bigger focus on improving
sustainability in our association, but also making Agora
more thematic. We also can not forget about the elections
to numerous European Bodies and organizational
reforms, aimed at developing AEGEE further. At this
point it is worth to highlight that we took the first steps to
make online Agora happen, by presenting two proposals:
“Online voting and polling: Formal Online Poll” and “Online
voting and polling: Pre-Agora and Post-Agora Voting” that
were positively received by the Agora.
The end of October, the whole November and the
beginning of December were dedicated to Network
Meetings season. In total we travelled to 6 Network
Meetings and 4 Regional Training Courses, where
we facilitated EPM Consultations and delivered the
workshops about “Advocacy and Policy on the local
level”. Participating in NWMs was the best opportunity to
meet with representatives of AEGEE locals, coming from
different parts of Europe, share best practices and give
participants a boost of motivation and energy to stay
actively involved in AEGEE.
Right before we left for Christmas break, we organized a
Winter Reception to appreciate our work for a half term
and celebrate Christmas with our partner organizations in
Brussels. It created a good occasion to meet with people
in an informal setting and an opportunity to initiate
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From 6th to 10th of February together with 70
participants we took part in the European Planning
Meeting, where together we drafted the new Action
Agenda for the upcoming year. Besides, the event was
focused on the issue of sustainability, which was a big
topic in AEGEE during our term.
The most innovative idea of the year! On the 4th - 7th
of April, we attended the first edition of the political
festival - YEAH! Organized by AEGEE Torino, toGather
and the municipality of Torino. And co-funded by the
European Parliament.
What, first edition? Is there another one coming?
Yes, exactly! We believe truly that this idea has a full
potential to have a continuity and increase its visibility
every year. During the first day of the festival, there
were political discussions in a round table setting.
YEAH! Gave space to 16 external organizations to
bring their topic to youth participants to discuss and
develop their questions to decision makers. As closing
of the event, we had a panel discussion where we host
Brando Benifei, Tiziana Beghin, Michael R. Piccinino and
Andrea Venzon to respond to the questions of young
people. As conclusion, we highly recommend to the
new generation to take this event as an example and
build upon it.

new ideas for the new term. The event was hosted and
sponsored by one of the most prestigious organization
TUSIAD (Turkish Industry and Business Association) due
to the relations we developed in this year.
We can safely say that the last year was definitely the
year of European elections. In AEGEE we put a lot of
attention, to educate young people throughout Europe,
that voting in the elections matters and that their decision
to make aware choices during the elections will have the
greatest impact on the lives of all of us. Together with Y
Vote members we were travelling to different European
countries to the Y Yote Conventions to encourage students
and young professionals to take an active role during the
elections and discuss with them topics important for
young Europeans like education and training, culture,
social inclusion, employment and entrepreneurship or
health and wellbeing.

Spring months have elapsed in the aura of numerous
AEGEE events that we attended, representing AEGEEEurope. Of course we could not miss Spring Network
Meetings! This time we were present at 4 NWMs in
Novi Sad, Poznań, Heidelberg and Voronezh, educating
participants about European elections, diversity and social
inclusion in AEGEE as well as holding Strategic Planning
consultations. It was a good moment to discuss the goals
for our association with locals and learn more about their
needs and expectations for the upcoming three years.
Raising awareness about the concept of consent, as well
as bringing up the issue of sexual harassment, was one
of the priorities during our term. Thanks to the support
of the European Youth Foundation (Council of Europe),
we were able to launch S.M.A.S.H.: Structural Measures
Against Sexual Harassment project, which aim is to train
young people how to prevent, detect and react to cases
of sexual harrassment and create a network of Safe
Persons. In order to achieve so, during two trainings (one
organized in April in Tbilisi and the other one organized in
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June in Helsinki), 30 youths interested in the topic had the
opportunity to get trained how to become a Safe Person
and counteract sexual harassment in their communities
and local organizations.
May started with Spring Agora București. After long
preparations, bimonthly meetings with Local Organizers
and the Chair Team and joint effort to organize a great
event for our fellow AEGEEans we were ready to head to
Bucharest. It was one of the most challenging moments
during our term. The Agora was very intense, full of
heated discussions about the future of our organization
and a perfect test of solidarity and mutual understanding
for our members. We still have a long way to go to make
AEGEE inclusive and safe place for everyone, but we
believe that the Agora was a milestone to raise awareness
about this problem and to work together on the best
possible improvements for our association.
June was dedicated to preparations for our last statutory
meeting - Strategic Planning Meeting, which took place
between 19th and 23th of June. Strategic Planning
Meeting was one of key AEGEE events this year, gathering
almost 100 active members,
board
members
and
representatives of European
Finishing our
Bodies, to work together on
are happy to
the thematic priorities and
flourishing
organizational improvement
of our association for the next
three years!
With the beginning of summertime it is time to slowly
wrap up our year in the headoffice and pass the baton
to the new Comité Directeur. A challenging and intensive
year is almost behind us.
Our year in the headoffice was filled with many memorable
moments, that were the priceless gift we could ask for.
Such moments were helping us to overcome difficulties,
strengthen our friendship and enjoy our time together as
Comité Directeur. This composition of a variety of things
that happened to us during the past year, was the essence
of our personal evolution as individuals, teammates and
true AEGEEans. Celebrating our successes, supporting
each other during hard times, laughing and crying
together, being housemates, coworkers and friends was
an experience to remember.
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Last year was marked with many highlights for AEGEE.
With Erasmus Plus grant and “My Europe, My Say Project”
we were able to support our two key projects - Europe
on Track and Y Vote - in their activities as well as organize
numerous other activities related to youth participation
and active citizenship. Moreover, this year AEGEE for
the first time in its history organized a big, international
festival Young European Activists’ Hub (YEAH) which will
be marked as something innovative in our organization
(and we hope the project will find its continuity in the
upcoming years).
Also, after quite a lot unsuccessful applications for the
past few years, we managed to receive the grant from
European Youth Foundation, which allowed us launch two
important projects; SMASH: Structural Measures Against
Sexual Harassment, thanks to which AEGEE will be able
to further increase its expertise and enlarge the pool of
members who are trained to prevent, detect and react
to cases of sexual harassment (named Safe Persons)
and DISCO: Democratic and Inclusive School Culture in
Operation.

term as Comité Directeur, we
see that AEGEE is developing and

We can not forget about our growing Secretariat: at
the moment we have three employees, one assistant
and in August an ESC volunteer will join AEGEE-Europe
headoffice! Hopefully soon in the future, we may switch to
a fully professional secretariat, which will be a huge step
in the development of AEGEE.
During the last year we welcomed two 10 new contacts,
we are happy to see that our Network is growing.
Last but not least, together with our dedicated developers,
we launched MyAEGEE - a new online membership
system, which is a full new world to discover. With
individual user’s profile equipped with a message wall,
wikipages, documents storage space, events agenda and
many more. Locals, working groups and project teams will
easily manage and stay in touch with their members and
each other, manage events and their participants, upload
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documents to present their work and keep an overview of
their status within the Network. Plus there are Agora and
EPM and Summer Universities and so much more. Does
it sound fantastic?
It is impossible to list all the events and moments that
took place in the year 2018/2019 here, but we are very
grateful for all of them!
Finishing our term as Comité Directeur, we are happy
to see that AEGEE is developing and flourishing. What is
important for our organization at the moment? First of all,
approval of the Strategic Plan and starting to innovate the
structures of the organisation in a direction which is more
sustainable, efficient and rational. Second, finalize the
Secretariat Strategy, with professional stuff supporting
future CD members in further improvement of AEGEE. We
should also focus on implementing quality and thematic
events and trainings aimed at empathy, objective decision
making, recognition and appreciation of quality work or
peace building.

Finally, do not be afraid of being daring and innovative,
only then we will be able to achieve our goals and make
AEGEE the best place for everyone.
At the end, we would also like to seize the opportunity
to thank all of you for your support, fruitful cooperation,
your ideas and all the moments you shared with us during
this year. We are very grateful for having all of your by our
side.
Do not forget that, only you and your efforts make a
difference and has an impact on the future of AEGEE!
Good luck with your journey in AEGEE and see you
somewhere in Europe!!
Your Comité Directeur 56
Alejandra, Evrim, Marco, Matis, Monika, Viola
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europe on track
by Álvaro González Pérez, Europe on Track 6 Ambassador

Europe on Track is a project of AEGEE, run by young
volunteers who aim to raise awareness, to create a space
for discussion and to capture the opinions of youth in
Europe on important social issues.
Now this is, in a nutshell, what every edition of Europe on
Track aims at achieving. As every year, the topic of this
edition of Europe on Track is different, and this time the
topic was “Europe on Track 6: Which Track? Looking for the
Future of Europe through Youth Participation”. Through
the whole duration of the project the Project Team and
the Ambassadors worked hard in order to both identify
and discuss critical issues in Europe and empower young
Europeans to be the actors of today’s democracy.
The sixth edition of Europe on Track began already one
year ago, when the new project team was selected.
After a thorough work dividing the portfolios, selecting
the hosting cities, setting up the routes, choosing the
Ambassadors and much more, EoT was officially launched
on the 11th of March in Istanbul, Turkey. There, a training
of 10 days took place, the longest one in the history of
the project, which was translated into the most prepared
Ambassadors in the whole project.

The end of the training marked the beginning of the
routes, and Team Blue headed to Bergamo whereas Team
Red travelled to Ankara. It would be after an intense onemonth-long voyage that all the Ambassadors met again,
this time in Brussels, for the closing event. However, they
would not be the same people as when they took that
first train in the colossal metropolis of Istanbul. What they
learnt, and attempted to share with the rest of the world,
was more than words can describe: the colourful canvas
of perspectives on current issues in Europe; the diversity
of problems faced in each country; the dreams and
concerns of youth in different corners of the continent.

It would be after an intense onemonth-long voyage that all the
Ambassadors met again, this
time in Brussels, for the closing
event. However, they would not
be the same people as when they
took that first train in the colossal
metropolis of Istanbul
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Words cannot describe what Europe on Track 6 meant, but
numbers may provide with a more accurate description.
What made Europe on Track 6 so special?

Finally, we cannot finish this article without thanking
Interrail and the Erasmus+ Programme of the European
Union for supporting us, and of course, all the AEGEE
locals and local volunteers that made this edition a huge
success.

Everything started with
1 project team consisting of
10 young volunteers working for
		1 full year with the support of
			200+ local volunteers
Everything was made possible thanks to
6 Ambassadors selected out of
413 applicants from over
		83 countries
The teams visited
20 cities all over Europe in
10 different countries for the period of
		1 month while travelling with
			40+ trains
Ambassadors reach a total of
1011 participants were reached during
80+ hours of workshops in multiple 		
events and conferences
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There are many ways to make a change
and make the voice of youth heard in
society. And Europe on Track is certainly
my favorite one.
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Young European Activists’ Hub - YEAH Festival
by Roberto Meneghetti, AEGEE-Torino, Alejandra Piot, Comité Directeur

AEGEE-Torino decided to take a challenge this year,
organize three events on the very same weekend, the
final Y Vote convention (read more p. 66), one of the stops
of team blue of Europe On Track (read more p. 44) and
the brand new event of AEGEE-Europe, YEAH! Festival.
But, what is YEAH! Festival then?
This was the first Festival organized by AEGEE-Europe,
together with AEGEE-Torino, ToGather and the
municipality of Torino. YEAH! was made up of three parts:
Live, Talk and Share.
YEAH!Live was about the youth in Torino, that’s why
we contacted local young artists to perform during the
night. To create engaging and inspiring conversations,
YEAH!Talk included discussion round tables by more than
20 associations from the city and AEGEE-Europe. On the
last day, we held a fair with all the attending associations.
YEAH!Share was the main part of the festival, as we held
an interesting panel discussion with the questions taken
from the round tables of YEAH!Talk, ranging from social
inclusion to sustainability to Eastern Partnership relation,
etc. Two Members of the European Parliament (Brando
Benifei, Tiziana Beghin), one candidate for Member
of the European Parliament (Andrea Venzon) and a
representative from the European Youth Forum (Michael
Piccinini) were our guests. They had an interesting
discussion fueled by the audience, who were asking the
questions that they came up with during the round tables.
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We also wanted to take this opportunity to give visibility
to local associations, so we invited a local entrepreneurs’
association as well as an economist on the dynamics of
populist politics to present their projects and their works.
Before and during the event, we had a strong social
media presence, with a Facebook page and an Instagram
account. There was a lot of promotion before the event
and reporting while the festival was happening, with the
results of each round table. Once the festival finished,
we did some follow up before the elections about the
discussions and to empower people to go to vote.
This was the first edition that AEGEE-Europe is working to
repeat next year, so stay tuned for it!

Co-funded by the
European Union
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Tourist vs. Summer University Participant
by Anne Kautzschmann, Summer University Coordination Team;
SUCT-Assistants: Fani Kragiopoulou, AEGEE-Thessaloniki,
Ilona Tsaghikyan, AEGEE-Yerevan, Furkan Enes Kurt, AEGEE-Istanbul
“To travel is to live”, as the famous writer of fairy tales, Hans
Christian Andersen once said.
But what is the true motive of travelling? Is it for fun? Is it
for finding yourself? Is it for discovering new places? Is it
to escape everyday life?
We, as youngsters, we call ourselves travellers, dreamers
and changemakers.
The Difference between a Traveller and a Summer
University Participant
Of course, you should have heard the difference between
a tourist and a traveller. But this article is not another
article about it. Today, we will inform you about a 30 years
category of travelling type, called the SUer. What moves
young people from all over Europe to step out of their
comfort zone, to quite a healthy sleep pattern and cosy
beds and particularly what is a SUer?
The SUer travels in order to meet other people, people
with whom they share common values. People from
various parts of this globe. They’re going to create stories,
memories and experience true adventures together.
And which is the most important reason - they strive to
become an active citizen, they believe in the common
European spirit and they love to exchange different views.

The SUer spends 24/7 for 2 weeks with other young
people at the same place, not that typical as one may
think. It usually can be hostels, gyms or camping in tents
in the middle of nowhere by a lake/waterfall/woods.
The whole spirit gets you out of your comfort zone and
makes you think out of the box. At the end of the day, that
creates a big family, lifetime companions and memories.
As every participant is in the same situation (not knowing
each other and exploring a new place) it gives people the
chance to be open-minded and to get to know them in
a pretty deep way because they literally have no other
chance. In the beginning, they are just strangers among
strangers but they end up as friends.
The organizers have prepared a program that will
immerse people in the culture of the region. You will
experience the city/region from the perspective of a local.
Unlike a tourist or traveller, the SUer is not going to visit
only the monuments, squares and secret gems in the
destination. They are going to visit places, that sometimes
not even locals know about. Spending two weeks with
people from different countries and backgrounds can
get you really astonished. You get to know all the culture
of the destination by living actually among the locals.
You learn directly from them. These include: trying out
different customs and traditions, discovering very special
places that you can not find in any travel guide, finding out
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about the political situation
and
listening
to
the
opinions of the locals - thus
tidying up prejudices and
stereotypes.
Furthermore,
Summer
Universities
make
an
extremely
important
contribution
to the development of
today’s society. Non-formal
education.

They’re going to create stories, memories and
experience true adventures together. And the most
important reason: they strive to become an active
citizen, they believe in the common European
spirit and they love to exchange different views

Gaining Skills with Summer Universities
You are tired of being forced to study dry, very theoretical
content at the university and to be bored during the
lecture? Summer Universities offer interactive workshops
to work on and bring together practice-oriented current
topics around Europe, and best of all, you can contribute
and share your opinion with other young people! Mostly
a lot of topics are touched during a Summer University.
However, there are also more specific SUs with a theme
orientation. Nevertheless, the workshops are always
and varied. In this way, soft skills are learned along the
way. One acquires intercultural competences, learns to
discuss adequately, various strategies of the organization
and much more.
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No travel agency in the world can offer this special blend
of non-formal education, cultural insights, and close
contact with the locals. Because this special experience
offers only a Summer University - you even get the chance
to become part of the locals.
Summing up the SUer is a great category by itself!
As they open themselves up to a more adaptable
community, are eager to meet new people and
experiences by actually living with them. They travel in
order to broaden their horizons!
If you are a traveller, you visit the world. But if you are a
SUer you experience the local region.
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The Role of Non-formal Education of a Summer
University
As once put by Nelson Mandela: “No country can really
develop unless its citizens are educated”. Though the
major part of the world population often states that
obtaining higher education is a game-changer in one’s
further life, but very often it means the formal education
that one achieves through school, education and
university. Non-formal education is very rarely included.
In part, non-formal education offers a much larger and
more effective body of knowledge than formal education,
which is embedded in a very rigid framework.
Non-formal education is usually provided by a variety
of organizations, in the form of trainings, conferences,
summits or other events, and it can easily be available
directly to the learner who will access it from the comfort
of their home. The core difference between the formal
and non-formal education is that the latter broadens
one’s worldview and teaches what is often missed at
official institutions. Many inhabitants who prefer nonformal learning sooner or later become youth activists.
In general, non-formal education projects set relevant
topics for discussions and encourage one to find the right
solutions as their priority. Consequently, the participants
of these projects drive inspiration and after receiving

sufficient knowledge concerning a certain field, they
decide to implement this in real life. In contrast to the
mentioned example, there are also those who are simply
against injustice and are eager to make this world a better
place through youth activism.
Youth activism has a major influence on the country,
the government, the nation and, undoubtedly, on the
country’s development. By youth activism the nation
mostly demonstrates their abilities, power, freedom and
independence. These days we all notice how the youth
have become engaged in politics and tries to solve the
issues by protesting, gathering in crowded places, holding
the flag up and via different writings. Their actions have
a huge impact on the development of the country as
they represent the free minds of free people and their
preparation for struggle for a better future for their own
country. By being youth activists, the nation helps the
government to work better and not give up in the face of
difficulties.
The youth is not only our future but also an actively
shaping tool for our world today.
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30 Years of Summer University
by Jasmin Kaiser, Project Manager, 30 Years of Summer University project

In the summer of 1988, the
first ten Summer Universities
(SU) took place. That year
AEGEE’s
longest
running
project was born. 30 years
later, in February 2018, a
tiny team of AEGEEans was
gathered to prepare a year
to be remembered! The 30th
anniversary of the Summer
University Project marked
a year full of innovation,
discussions, and celebrations.
We started the SUmmer
season 2018 by preparing
locals with ideas on activities
and workshops they could
organize at home. The
anniversary was meant to be
a celebration for everyone
– regardless if you would or
would not organize or participate in a SU that year. Those
guidelines encapsulated the core of what SU does with
people: forming identities through learning and exchange.
The highlight took place between July and August
#FromOneSUmmerToAnother. We had created five teams
of two to three young Europeans (from AEGEE and
BEST) – the Adventurers. Those twelve people traveled
on different routes throughout the continent. On their
journeys they came by 23 different Summer Universities
in 30 cities and met over 800 AEGEEans. Their tasks
were diverse: Delivering workshops and activities on SUrelated topics such as its history or identity formation,
but also on youth participation in the light of the 2019 EP
elections. Interviewing participants and organizers about
their experience with the project as well as capturing
the unique spirit of each SU on video, photo and our
blog. Those actions aimed at bringing the variety of the
Summer University project to the actual SUs and back to
the network.
After the summer the anniversary continued. The in
2018 tested pilots of shorter SU types were successful
and introduced as Short Summer Course (SSC) for the
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upcoming years, adapting to changed demands of young
people. We published a new booklet that serves to
promote and represent SUs externally.
Advocacy work played an important role during the
anniversary year. We had one core message to spread
among politicians and other stakeholders: Through
intercultural exchanges, covering urging societal
challenges by means of non-formal education Summer
Universities shape active young European citizens. This
spring our message was heard and the project won the
Dutch national round of the prestigious Charlemagne
Youth Prize. Being awarded that prize honors all the
passionate and hard work of thousands of young
volunteers who realize SUs each year.
Summer Universities are still the only independent
short-term mobility program of its kind in Europe. The
challenges the SU project is facing might have changed
over the last 30 years and we constantly need to work
on becoming more inclusive and remaining competitive,
but with all the passion, creativity and positivism that
AEGEEans pool, there lies at least another 30 years of
success story ahead.
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HOW TO REALIZE TRANSSIBERIAN DREAM
by Ksenia Lupanova and Ekaterina Nemova, AEGEE-Moskvа

The key project of AEGEE-Moskva - Transsiberian DREAM
is the most challenging Travelling Summer University
organized in AEGEE. The legendary journey follows the
famous Transsiberian Railway, the longest railway line in
the world, moving from Europe to Asia, from the West
to the East, taking the riskiest participants for 9288
kilometers from Moscow to Vladivostok.
This trip is a must-have on many travellers’ bucket list —
the chance to travel across the largest country on Earth,
on a stereotype-breaking adventure. AEGEE members,
always eager to jump on
opportunities, have never been
an exception. In 10 years more
than 300 places were offered
to more than 300 participants
and it took nearly 200 people
from different locals involved
to organize it. The project went
through drastic changes over
the course of a decade, from
new destinations to daring
activities and a strong focus on
the thematic content.

It has been a glorious experience which led to the first
place in the ranking of Summer Universities in 2018, and
now it is high time to look forward into the next decade
with Transsiberian DREAM vol.11, which will be organized
in cooperation with AEGEE-Academy and within the topic
of Youth Development.
So what is that DREAM? More than 200 hours on the train,
sunsets by the Kremlin and sunrises at the Baikal Lake,
fireworks, night-swimming in the lake, shaman dancing,
watching shooting stars, people running after the train in

The journey into Russian
culture has always been the
core idea of Transsiberian
DREAM, in order to unfold the
depths of different regions of
the country: from local food
tasting to Russian language
workshops, traditional dances
and interactive quests.
Additional topics like Sustainability and Climate Change
have been added since Transsiberian DREAM vol.10
thanks to the successful cooperation with Europe on
Track 5. Now the project is still aiming to stay eco-friendly
and plastic-free.
To celebrate the anniversary AEGEE-Moskva organized
a series of activities throughout the year, including the
release of limited merchandising line, thematic events
and a big celebration in Moscow, where organizers,
participants, friends, partners and families gathered to
launch the 10th edition.

every city, and the tears and smiles at the moment you
get out of the train in Vladivostok… Just remembering
this gives goosebumps even months after it all happened,
and turns into the experience which is difficult to explain.
It’s not just the project, but one of the wildest and most
challenging DREAMs of the passionate organizers and
unique participants.
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DIVE - Diversity in Volunteering in Europe
by María Ballesteros Melero, Project officer

Do you think youth organisations like AEGEE represent all
young people?
Do you think all young people have a chance to participate
in youth organisations?
It is true that youth organisations are more accessible to
certain groups of young people. But they are also working
hard on new ways to engage all young people in their
activities!
JEF Europe, AEGEE-Europe and Erasmus Student
Network joined forces in late 2017 to discuss the issue of
diversity and how to include young people from various
backgrounds in their activities. Being the biggest youth
organisations on the field representing hundreds of
thousands of young people, the networks realised that
they need to be even more open and inclusive in order to
provide proper representation for the youth of Europe.
Together with volunteers form the local and national
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organisations of JEF France, JEF Bulgaria, AEGEE-Athina,
AEGEE-Cagliari, ESN Sweden and ESN Dubrovnik, the
project DIVE was born.
Making it happen
Diversity and social inclusion in European youth
organisations is a two-year project focusing on sharing
good practices funded by the Erasmus+ programme of
the European Union in order to help the participating
organisations to:
•
•
•

Develop organisational tools to be accessible to
young people from disadvantaged backgrounds
Learn to break down barriers and obstacles young
people face when it comes to participation
Gain more understanding on the topic of social
inclusion

The three networks are working together with YES Forum,
the umbrella of organisations across Europe working with
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disadvantaged groups. YES Forum provides us with the
field-specific knowledge to be able to be more accessible
and inclusive towards youth groups that might not be the
mainstreamed target audience of our organisations.
New tools for inclusion
Throughout the project, 3 trainings have taken place in
2018 and 2019 in Sofia, Athens and Malmö, gathering
youth workers from the different organisations to train
them on how they can create mechanisms that can involve
more young people from disadvantaged backgrounds in
volunteering and the activities of their own organisations.
The outputs of this trainings and
project are mainly

•

Guidelines of best practices for inspiration and
dissemination of all the great initiatives that are
already put in place out there!

Besides, the DIVE project has supported local initiatives
and further partnerships with other stakeholders to strive
for a diverse, inclusive Europe.
You can contact dive@aegee.org for support and to
address your questions.
The DIVE project is supported by the Erasmus+
Programme of the European Union.

It is true that youth organisations are more
accessible to certain groups of young people.
But they are also working hard on new ways to
engage all young people in their activities!

•

An Organisational Assessment
Tool
to
support
youth
organisations get to know
where they stand at the
moment in terms of social
inclusion, encouraging selfreflexion and critical thinking

•

A set of Training Session Outlines for youth workers
to deliver to their peers and increase the awareness
and change-making processes in their contexts and
realities
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GENDERS - working on equality from the roots
by María Ballesteros Melero, Project officer

GENDERS - Platform for the Certification of GenderFriendly Organisations in Youth Working is an
Erasmus+ project that aims at favouring the gender
mainstreaming approach within youth organisations.

This means introducing a gender perspective in:
•
Decision making and organisational structure and
practices
•
Youth work activities
•
Attitudes and communication

In the context of youth NGOs, gender mainstreaming is a strategy
to transform an organisation’s work agenda in such a way that it
contributes to changing unequal social and institutional structures.
Gender mainstreaming is a strategy for making the
concerns and experiences of women as well as all genders
an integral part of the design, implementation, monitoring
and evaluation of policies and programmes in all political,
economic and societal spheres, so that all genders benefit
equally, and inequality is not perpetuated. The ultimate goal
of mainstreaming is to achieve gender equality.
In the context of youth NGOs, gender mainstreaming is
a strategy to transform an organisation’s work agenda in
such a way that it contributes to changing unequal social
and institutional structures.
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How do we want to make youth NGOs more gender
friendly?
Through an online platform where you can
•
Assess the grade of gender-friendliness of your
association through a questionnaire.
•
Learn how to streamline a gender approach in your
activities and structures through an interactive
e-learning course.
•
Obtain a badge of gender-friendly organisation.
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Through three trainings (in Romania,
Spain and Italy) aiming to:
•
Test the e-learning platform, the
questionnaire and the youth
indicators.
•
Develop expertise and awareness
about
gender-mainstreaming
among youth workers and youth
leaders.
•
Exchange best practices in gendermainstreaming.
Through several
multiplier events.

dissemination

and

The first training took place in Bucharest,
Romania, in October 2018 and was
hosted by the partner organisation
E-Romnja. Participants learnt about
gender issues and dilemmas, intersectionality and
analysed their own organisations from a gender
perspective.
The second training took place in Madrid, Spain, in
February 2019, hosted by UNSA Spain, the Spanish
partner of the consortium. This second training aimed
at building up on the first one and participants made a
gender equality plan for their organisations as well as
learnt how to communicate gender and how to tackle the
main resistances that can arise when trying to introduce
a gender perspective in them.
The third training will take place in Cori, Italy, in October
2019. In this last training, the platform and its activities
will be tested, and a public campaign on gender
mainstreaming will be developed by the participants.
Lastly, in early 2020 a dissemination event to present
the results of the project will be hosted in Brussels,
gathering public authorities and other stakeholders at
European level to bring attention to the topic of gender
mainstreaming.
Interested? Follow our Facebook page for all news and
updates!
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SMASH - Structural Measures Against Sexual Harassment
by Celia Riveres, SMASH project team

AEGEE has finally launched our project Structural
Measures Against Sexual Harassment (S.M.A.S.H.) in 2019,
thanks to the support of the European Youth Foundation
(Council of Europe).
SMASH creates a sustainable system to prevent and
tackle sexual harassment in (youth) organisations, as well
as other events and activities involving youth. Everything
started in autumn 2017 when AEGEE started raising
awareness and tackling the problem of sexual harassment
and consent inside our organisation.
During this project, AEGEE increases the expertise
and enlarges the pool of members who are trained to
prevent, detect and react to cases of sexual harassment
(known as Safe Persons). The development of activities
and initiatives in AEGEE can be considered a pilot but
ensure the replicability, scalability and dissemination of
our activities.
In order to achieve our objectives, youth workers are
being trained on how to prevent, detect and react in
cases of sexual harassment in their local organisations
and communities. Furthermore, educational guidelines
for youth workers on how to become a Safe Person and
how to implement a system in their local organisations, as
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well as a trainers’ toolbox to ensure the multiplier effect,
are being developed.
The methodology and the impact of the project’s measure
are already being tested in a series of events carried out
in spring and summer of 2019. These events will help us
to gather representative information, as the participant
number will vary between 50 and 1000 young people.
The summary of the main work plan events is:
•
Training for youth workers in Tbilisi, Georgia, 9-14
April
•
Training for youth workers in Helsinki, Finland, 12-16
June
•
Training for trainers
•
Closing event in Brussels, December
Thanks to the feedback of experts on sexual harassment
as well as the collected data from these events, the
guidelines will be finalized and shared among AEGEE’s
network and other youth organisations in a closing event
in Brussels in winter 2019.
If you are interested in the project, and in particular in
piloting the Safe Person method in your organisation, feel
free to contact us at safe.person@aegee.eu.
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Is the feeling for democracy starting in high school?
Democratic and Inclusive School Culture in Operation (DISCO)
by Elitsa Hadzhieva, Comité Director Assistant

In the past few years, the Civic
Education Working Group of
AEGEE-Europe highlighted the
importance of our organisation
going to schools and talking with
those young bright minds that
need civic education in order
to understand why democracy,
active citizenship, and human
rights are important.

Civic Education Working Group of AEGEE-Europe
highlighted the importance of our organisation
going to schools and talking with those young
bright minds that need civic education in order
to understand why democracy, active citizenship,
and human rights are important

In the beginning of 2019,
AEGEE-Europe was granted,
with the Council of Europe and the European Union, the
joint programme “Democratic and Inclusive School
Culture in Operation” (DISCO). The main goal of the
grant is to promote education for democratic citizenship
and human rights education in 6 targeted countries:
Ukraine, Poland, Hungary, Turkey, Italy, and Spain, by
introducing democratic competencies throughout nonformal learning to high school pupils.

For the implementation of the grant, there will be few
activities planned and the first one was the Training for
multipliers in Lviv, Ukraine hosted by AEGEE-Lviv.
What’s next? Multiplying the strive for democracy and
human rights!
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CoopStarter 2.0
by María Ballesteros Melero, Project officer

The current generation of young people is faced with a
double challenge: socially motivated youth are met with
mass unemployment, precarious jobs and lack of inclusion
on the job market. Cooperatives are convinced that they
are the innovative answer rising up to the challenge,
offering sustainable, participatory and socially responsible
ways of doing business for younger generations.
But with a huge lack of knowledge and training of such
model, young people are simply missing out.
CoopStarter 2.0 project aims to mobilize the youth
around cooperative entrepreneurship by bridging the
knowledge and tool gap between youth organisations
and cooperative associations. Building upon the previous
CoopStarter project, the project will gather CoopMentors,
youth workers, young ambassadors, trainers and EU-wide
network representatives to be able to give the young the
tools and opportunities to finally bring meaningful jobs
and power over their own lives within reach.
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The partners of the project making it happen are
Cooperatives
Europe,
Legacoop
Liguria
(Italy),
Kooperationen (Denmark), K.A.P.A Network (Greece),
Co-operativ College (UK), Promo Jeunes ASBL (Belgium),
CJDES (France) and AEGEE (Belgium) and YECN (Young
European Cooperators Network).
This project has been funded with support from the
European Commission.
Visit the CoopStarter website: www.starter.coop.
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Why European Parliament 2.0 : An election with the youth!
by Maimouna Doumbouya, Project & Communication Officer

“I don’t understand what the EU actually does!“ “The EU?
That’s Brussels and I don’t care!” “The EU doesn’t know
anything about my realities!”.

European citizens and its institutions. With Y.E.P. 2.0, we
wanted to bring the EU to the backyard of the youth and
make it accessible. As stated before, the task is not easy.
During our project, we took the opportunity to invite MEP’s,
local politicians or even important local stakeholders. It
gave them the chance to directly discuss with the citizens
and start a real dialogue. It also gave an occasion to

Who has never heard those 3 sentences? We can all
agree that the European Union has a real problem of
connection with its citizens. It is even more worrying when
we see the rise of nationalism and bad feelings
multiplying all across the continent during the
election time. With our project ‘Why European
What makes young people go to vote
Parliament 2.0.’, we wanted to continue the
is radically different from what makes
great work that the previous team started and,
the older generation go to vote. It is
mostly, keep bringing the EU and its institution
closer to its citizens.
up to you to say what motivates your

peers to vote
The project is in the frame of the elections but
goes way beyond it. ‘Why European Parliament
2.0’ is in partnership with the European
decision makers to understands the realities lived by the
Parliament and has as its first objective to inform young
youth all across the EU.
people about the election and encourage them to vote.
However, those issues are smaller parts of two larger
Educate about the importance of European citizenship,
topics: youth engagement and youth participation.
the democratic process of civic participation.
Inform about the European Parliament as an
«What makes young people go to vote is radically different
institution and the upcoming election.
from what makes the older generation go to vote. It is up
to you to say what motivates your peers to vote.» Andrei
«We need to see that it is profitable to be together, and not
Popescu - European Solidarity Corps(7 May 2019 - “It’s Up
be together because we are forced to» Tiziana Beghin - MEP
to You” Conference)
(April 6, 2019 - YEAH Festival)
One of the objectives of the European Parliament for the
next years to come is to reduce the distance between the

According to the report made by the European Commission
“[...] 77% of young people took part in activities of political
movements, parties or unions;
student or youth organizations;
campaigns, strikes or street
protests; volunteering activities or
local community projects, [...] “1.
Still, the false belief of the lack of
interest by young people in politics
is spread through the continent.
The young are particularly active
in the volunteering field. They use
a different path as the one forged
by the previous generation, and
yet, still try to have a say and an
impact on the changes going on in
the world.
1
European Commission, “Report How do we build a stronger, more united
Europe? The views of young people”, April
2019, URL: https://tinyurl.com/yyhy6e28
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Open dialogue and empower young people to become
active citizens.
«Today EU as it is is blocked by many factors [...] And to
change things, we need to participate» Brando Benifei - MEP
PD/S&D ( 6 April 2019 - YEAH Festival)
One of the main goals was to create an environment
where everyone could feel supported, encouraged to talk
and communicate their feelings. Via our project, this value
took the form as an «Action Tour». Several members
traveled through the EU to gather information and to
start a dialogue, beyond the information bubble and push
the youth to talk to each other.
After 1 festival, 3 action tours, 10 regional meetings, 1
social media campaign, 2 conferences and 2 trainings, we
were able to create an environment where young people
felt comfortable expressing their thoughts. It also showed
us the importance of the youth and youth organizations
in the debate about the future of Europe.

This project also allowed us to :
•
Produce successful Youth-lead events.
•
Implement a social media campaign supported by
the EP.
•
Connect the youth all across the European Union.
•
Empower locals youth organizations.
•
With YEP 2.0, we most importantly wanted to hear young
people and give them a voice. The project tried to give
them an opportunity to express their concerns, their
questions and their opinions on topics that matter for
them.
The project was also supporting the larger communication
campaign launched by the European Parliament called
“#thistimeimvoting”. The initiative was to raise and
reinforce the awareness about the importance of voting
as well as strengthening the engagement of young
citizens.
“Why European Parliament 2.0.” is co-funded by the
European Parliament until September 30th.

Co-funded by the
European Union
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My Europe, My Say!

Enhancing youth participation, civic competences and political awareness
by Nadia Deis, Project officer

The rise of political populism in Europe is making it
easier for extremist views to enter parliaments and city
halls, and speak on behalf of an open-minded, outgoing,
dynamic and enlightened youth. A stronger youth voice
in politics is needed to offer a more positive counternarrative. AEGEE has always been putting a diverse and
borderless Europe to practice and it is time to take our
civic commitment to a higher level.
My Europe, My Say! is our biggest European project of
2018-2019, implemented by a consortium led by the World
Organisation of the Scout Movement. The consortium
includes AEGEE-Europe and 48 independent youth
organisations members of these two networks across
Europe. It aims at fostering youth political participation
in the European Elections in May 2019 and reinforcing
a sense of civic engagement among young people,
especially AEGEEans and Scouts. It contributes to setting
a political agenda that encompasses the aspirations and
concerns of youth at large. More specifically, the project
aims to foster values of youth’s political participation and
leadership. It will set the foundation for a greater and
more sustainable civic engagement that goes beyond the
framework of the European elections.

Milestones
•
How to vote: Provided young people with relevant
information on how to register to vote while living in
another EU Country, filling in the shortage of reliable
and easily-accessible sources of information.
•
Europe on Track – Which track?: Raised awareness,
created a space for discussion and captured the
opinions of youth in Europe on the future of Europe
and youth participation
•
Our Agenda for Europe: Created spaces of dialogue
with decision makers in the framework of the
European Elections and beyond [C1]
My Europe, My Say capitalises on the momentum and
dynamics created in the framework of the elections. It
contributes to several advocacy pursuits such as the
recognition of non-formal education as a crucial space
for the development of civic engagement.
AEGEE-Europe could have not designed and implemented
this project without the World Organisation of the Scout
Movement, the project teams of Europe on Track and Y Vote,
the organizing antennas, and all supporting members and
participants.

The network dedicated nature of this project has allowed
AEGEE antennas and AEGEE-Europe projects to be
supported in their activities, and strengthen the capacities
of our network to offer activities which enhance youth
participation, civic competences and political awareness.
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Y Vote
by Philipp Blum, Y Vote

Y Vote was first founded in 2009. It was initiated to
encourage young people to take part in the European
Parliament elections, which take place every five years.
With the third edition, we strive to inform people in
Europe, especially the youth, in order to equip them
with the needed knowledge and to encourage them to
be engaged in the democratic process in the future.
That means that we want to leave a long-lasting impact
on the people we reach. For that we initiated the slogan
“Develop. Empower. Involve.”, which represents our aims.
The core of the Y Vote project consists of 7 thematic events
and a final conference, in which we tackle important
aspects of politics regarding young people. Along the EU
Youth Strategy, participants from inside and outside of
AEGEE get to know the basics of the functioning of the
EU institutions and the chance to voice their own wishes
regarding important topic. The ideas of the participants
went into “Our Agenda for Europe” - a collection of the
wishes of young Europeans for the future development
of Europe. Furthermore, participants had the chance to
discuss with policy makers, go out on the streets and
practise valuable soft skills during the events.
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With so much content, the most basic step in voting is
often overlooked: How to vote? And with 28 national
rules and millions of people living abroad, finding this
information could not be more confusing. Politics are
complicated enough as they are, providing easy-to-use
solutions is key. We put together a matrix containing the
voting rules for every country - inside and abroad. This
information is displayed in our app called “How to vote?”.
Released on web, iOS and Android in October 2018, it was
the first tool offering this service. Used by over 15.000
voters, it shows that access to this sort of information
needs to be simplified!
More than any of the other project’s editions in the
years before, Y Vote 2019 had to rely on online tools
and social media. The online campaign evolved around
the project aims and its events as well as to inform the
target audience of young voters about what is going on
in European politics. Hundreds of posts and a creative
team have managed to reach over 300.000 people online,
making sure the message was heard and carried on. Over
50 locals actions have taken place in, bringing European
Politics to a place near you!
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Y Vote Conventions
by Philipp Blum, Y Vote

“AEGEE empowers students and young people in Europe
to take an active role in society. It creates a space for
dialogue and learning opportunities as well as acts as their
representative towards decision-makers.”
Between November 2018 and April 2019, the Y Vote
project put this integral part of AEGEE into practice. Along
the Youth Strategy of the European Union, seven thematic
events and a Final Conference were organised - in which
young participants between the age of 17 and 37 drafted
their ideas for a better Europe.
“[The Convention] was a really intense experience on topics
that I’ve never deepen, but most importantly I understood
that the knowledge acquired in the last two years of my
educational path can be applied transversally at many real
fields and that with a bit of willingness I/we can make a
change in ours and others personal and social life.” This is
what one of our participants in the Y Vote convention in
Passau mentioned. The topic of this one was Creativity
and Culture, where they learned about the programs and
schemes in support of the cultural sector in Europe as
well as drafted their recommendations on the topic and
how to improve it for future generations.
For the events, clear goals were set from the beginning:
educating the participants on the basics of the
functioning of the EU institutions, to invite them to draft
recommendations for a better Europe and to enable
participants to share their ideas
with policymakers. Funding for
the events was essential to allow
lower fees, partially covering
travel costs and providing better
sleeping conditions. In line with
the Sustainable Development
Goals and current projects in
AEGEE, addressing both the
sustainability aspects as well as
making people feel as safe as
possible was a priority.

“I dream about a peaceful revolution, where subjects will
convert to competences and we will fulfil students needs”
This is what Alicja Pacewicz, Vice President of The Center
for Citizenship Education mentioned during our Y Vote
convention in Warsaw, on Education and Training. A
convention were we had the chance to talk about the
current education system, how we would improve it and
the term of lifelong learning, familiar for some of our
participants but not that much for others.
Thanks to the effort of many people and teams, dreams
came true. Four big grants and quite some smaller
grants later, almost 200 participants joined the Y Vote
conventions. Opening the events to non-AEGEEans and
non-EU citizens, hopefully broadened everyone’s views
towards a more inclusive Europe.
The results, compiling the outcomes of the other seven
Conventions at a Final Conference in Torino, Italy, are 26
concrete recommendations on how young people would
like to improve Europe. Working together with more than
ten partners, including the European Parliament itself, the
work is not done after the European Parliament elections
but continues in advocacy work to make sure that the
youth is heard in Europe.
A big thank you goes from the project team to all the
locals, teams and people involved in the process!
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During the last election period for the european parliament, the
participation of youth was disappointingly low. Only around 28% of
young people went to the ballot boxes and made their voices heard
through the casting of a vote.
The apathy of youth has made itself heard over and over in critical
decisions that will shape the future of the european union, if one takes
the brexit referendum, about 43% of young voters 18-24 went to vote,
following the trend of young people going to vote less and less. We all
believe that the european union can be changed for the better and we
all believe in its positive role in our futures.
We believe that the youth has to make its voice heard. There are so
many issues and so many problems which affect us young people on
a daily basis that we cannot just stand by without giving our input.
Only the youth can talk for itself and this is why we present you these
recommendations for the betterment of the european union.
Leonardo Manganelli
Content Manager of Y Vote

OUR AGENDA FOR EUROPE
RECOMMENDATIONS ON EMPLOYMENT & ENTREPRENEURSHIP
1. We strongly encourage the EU to increase the visibility and accessibility of EU programmes and application processes
by implementing a common platform.
2. We strongly encourage the EU to launch and establish a programme and to provide it with economic support so that
entrepreneurs might be provided with strategic, legal and financial advice by the experts.
3. We strongly encourage the EU to provide language and soft skill certificates for the youth participating in EU
programmes in order to improve transnational recognition of their skills.
4. We strongly encourage the EU to ban unpaid non compulsory internship, to make them accessible for all young
people, regardless of their social, economic and educational background.
RECOMMENDATIONS ON CREATIVITY & CULTURE
1. We suggest that the EU support the cooperation between media entities of different European countries in order to
foster cultural diversity and transnational cooperation.
2. We strongly encourage the EU to create a platform to connect emerging and established professionals within the
cultural industry, in order to provide mentoring and create common projects.
3. We strongly encourage the EU to educate its citizens on cultural diversity implemented in formal and non-formal
education.
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON EDUCATION & TRAINING
1. We strongly encourage the European Union to increase funding for projects aimed at increasing media literacy and
to support educational institutions, civil society organisations and other relevant parties to take part in educational
projects on this issue.
2. We strongly recommend to increase funding and promotion of relevant programmes that enable pupils of all age
groups, educational and economic backgrounds as well as teachers to participate in short and long term exchanges
between schools, of members and partner countries of the EU.
3. We strongly encourage the European Union to enable training opportunities for teachers on emotional intelligence
and soft skills, in order to pass down these competences to the pupils.
4. We suggest that the European Union promote the conversion of Conventional education resources into interactive
digital tools, and raise awareness about existing educational materials, on civic education and the other key
competences, for formal and non-formal education.
RECOMMENDATIONS ON PARTICIPATION IN CIVIL SOCIETY
1. We recommend that the European Union inform citizens about the importance of independent media, avoiding hate
speech and recognising fake news by providing non-formal education and awareness raising campaigns.
2. We encourage the EU to coordinate and fund a platform that provides space for discussion among diverse social
groups, promoting European values and strengthening social cohesion.
3. We recommend that the EU support NGOs and EU institutions to share best practices, create exchanges and projects
that set a positive standard, with non-EU countries that play a major role in environmental issues.
RECOMMENDATIONS ON SOCIAL INCLUSION
1. We encourage the EU to implement funded programs between NGOs and schools to promote education on gender
equality and raise awareness.
2. We recommend the EU to expand the projects that encourage voluntary work for school students, providing them
with necessary tools and supervisors in order to promote active citizenship.
3. We strongly encourage the EU to improve accessibility to public institutions for everyone according to the European
Convention of Human Rights.
4. We encourage the EU to establish a common electoral system for European Parliament elections based on a
proportional vote or directly elected candidates, in order to promote democracy and representation.
RECOMMENDATIONS ON YOUTH & THE WORLD
1. We recommend the EU to create a standardized recognition process to improve well-being of asylum seekers and
refugees in the European Union.
2. We recommend the EU to further support humanitarian aid projects in non-EU countries by increasing funding of
locally organized initiatives and fostering volunteering practices.
3. We recommend the EU to increase funds for certification schemes ensuring adequate working conditions regarding
the production of imported goods.
4. We recommend the EU to improve the effectiveness in which the rule of law is protected and implemented inside
the EU borders.
RECOMMENDATIONS ON HEALTH & WELL-BEING
1. We strongly encourage the EU to support the related stakeholders on the topic of mental health as a part of both
formal and non-formal education through monetary and consultative means.
2. We strongly encourage the EU to advocate for the integration of mental health support in every national health
system.
3. We strongly encourage the EU to support projects concerning sexual health education, consent, gender equality,
LGBTQI+ and patient rights; to provide contraception and anonymous STD-testing, and offer platforms for victims of
violence and harassment.
4. We strongly encourage the EU to promote greener infrastructure and to increase the accessibility and availability of
public spaces, sport facilities and transportation.
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We want to thank all 178 people involved in the creation:
Aarón Júlvez Manero, Agnieszka Kantor, Alberto Corsini,
Alberto Martín de Arriba, Alberto Perea Pérez, Aldona
Zaremba, Alejandro Nievas Garcia, Alejandro Rodríguez
Muñoz, Aleksandra Naydenova, Alessandro Pilia,
Alessandro Pratesi, Alessandro Visconti, Alex-Adrian
Dărăban, Alexandra Papp, Alexandra Pilečková, Alhassan
Akondor, Ali Daim Abbas Shah, Alina-Denisa Begeaca,
Altea Sulollari, Amira Khalil, Anastasiya Yuryeva, Anastazija
Terze, Andrei Rodionov, Andreya Teodosieva, Angelo
Vitale, Anna Bagladi, Anne Sophie Puers, Balsa Vujosevic,
Barbara Fidelus, Bekir Chelik, Benjamin Battke, Borbély
Eliza, Branimir Radović, Carlota Oliveira, Carmela Basanisi,
Chris van Dijk, Cintia Burgony, Collin Wagenmakers,
Csongrádi Péter, Daniel Cervera Martín, Daniel Maita,
Daniel Tuechki, Daniela Lascu, Daniela Pili, Daphne
Jumilla, Dario Duvnjak, Davide Martinez Rivero, Daya
Morales, Diego Frizziero, Dina Gugeshashvili, Dominik
Fülöp, Dominika Rostkowska, Dora Besenyei, Ece Mısırlı,
Edina Knabe, Elena Arsin, Elena Brendecke, Elena Mrdja,
Eline van Oostrum, Elisa Giunti, Emma Schoep, Eryka
Palusińska, Eva Rijn, Evita Ločmele, Fabio Calandruccio
Espino, Fani Kragiopoulou, Farid Mönkemöller, Françeska
Çollaku, Franz-Josef Möller, Gašper Grad, Gergely Molnár,
Gianluca Rossino, Gisela Lydia Tatsi, Giulia Tempesta,
Glory Pierrette, Grützner Fabian, Hans Markus Kalmer,
Hasan Khalid, Henrike Werner, Irina Baciu, Jacqueline
Marzinzik, Jan Postek, Jasmin Kaiser, Javad Khalilli, Javier
Godoy, Jessica Bonehill, Johnny Eugen Diesendorf, Jonas
Meyer-Below, Josef Mayr, Josep Brunet, Joshua Colcombe,
Julia Mayer, Kamil Zyzik, Karlo Lončarević, Karolina
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Sadowska, Katarína Sámelová, Kiki Kuiper, Klára Klingová,
Konstantin Merkulov, Laur Mihai Amanolesei, Leonie
Horn, Liis Tammekand, Lilla Nemes, Linda Allas, Lisa
Zacharias, Lorena Sopena, Lovro Klinar, Lovro Žada, Lukas
Herzog, Lukas Kaczmarski, Maaike Heijdenrijk, Magdalena
Wasilewska, Marcello Meyer, Marcos Toledo Cómez,
Mareike Walkling, Maria Giovanna Sciascia, Maria Ivanova,
Mariam Tsagurishvili, Marilena Höffmann, Marilena Mitre,
Mario Villamor Nodal, Marleen Talve, Marta Begović,
Martin Stanzel, Maruša Močnik, Mateusz Gierczak, Mauro
Bellani, Maxim Shtarnov, Mignon van Vorselen, Mikołaj
Indyk, Milica Živić, Miria Simeonova, Miriam Maier, Mirna
Matošević, Mitko Tatarov, Moa Ryberg, Najoua Belayane,
Natasha Richner, Nazlı Ece Baltepe, Nensi Marinović,
Niek Lange, Nino Natroshvili, Néstor Tejedor Tirados,
Ola Miklasińska, Pedro Melo, Rados Musovic, Rebeca
Alvarez, Roberto Meneghetti, Rok Guček, Réka Salamon,
Sabela Virgós Abelleira, Samanta Glorya Pahole, Sandra
Maksimovic, Sara Akural, Shayegh Adeli, Silvia Herrera
Ojeda, Siret Siim, Sofiya Haurylenka, Stefka Bodurova,
Stephan Dieng, Susan El-Gendy, Teodora Popa, Thomas
Gora, Tilbe Gürsoy, Tim Milanez, Tomislav Popović,
Tristan Tummers, Uerda Muça, Una Vukotic, Urszula
Chmielarczyk, Valeria Santaterra, Verena Saccani, Violeta
Vasile, Wouter Boerjan, Yasine Ajlane, Yury Lis & Zarifa
Behbudzada.
Link:
https://yvote.eu/recommendations/our-agenda-foreurope/
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AEGEE Election Observation
by Gianni Dibiase, Deputy Project Manager - AEGEE Election Observation

AEGEE’s first EOMs were conducted in a frame of a
pilot project run from 2004 to 2006. AEGEE Election
Observation was officially born in October 2013 in
Warsaw, where an AEGEE delegation took part in the
Human Dimension Implementation Meeting (HDIM)
organized by OSCE/ODIHR and decided to restart the
project.
In its immediate aftermath, the steps required for
establishing the Election Observation Project were
taken at the AEGEE General Assembly. Since that time,
AEGEE Election Observation has organized more than 20
missions around Europe, training and deploying over 500
young election observers.
In these years, we have developed a complex methodology
to shape our missions in a way which maximizes the
learning impact on our young observers by combining
elements of both formal and informal education. This
approach answers to one of the main objectives of the
organization, referring not only to analyses the youth
engagement in the electoral process, but by applying a
youth perspective, AEGEE Election Observation trains
and deploys young people and provides them with
professional election observation experience.
AEGEE Election Observation is now organizing its first
Election Observation Mission to the 2019 European

Parliamentary elections! Indeed, Youth engagement in
elections or the increasing lack of it in recent decades
is one of the core challenges to democracy in Europe
today. For this reason, we are deploying around 60
young observers, training and empowering them to be
multipliers with their peers. Moreover, we hope that the
visibility we are getting with this mission can also serve to
motivate more young people to actively participate in the
electoral process. The missions consist of AEGEE Election
Observation project members, four missions coordinators
and the observers themselves. Prior to the election day,
our observers will conduct focused researches on youth
issues and elections and making an online observation
by monitoring social media. They will attend a 4 days
training in Brussels with high profile trainers and during
the election day, they will observe the opening, voting and
counting procedures in different EU members states.
At the same time, our Mission Coordinators are also
conducting interviews with different stakeholders. The
findings of the researches, interviews, online monitoring,
and election day observations will be framed in a final
report to be published few months after the election and
that will include recommendations on how to improve the
youth engagement in the electoral process.

Co-funded by the
European Union
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European Planning Meeting Izmir 2019:
sustainability - what do we want for the future?
by Anne-Sophie Klein Gebbink, Content Manager EPM Izmir

Each year, a diverse group of AEGEEans participates in
the European Planning Meeting (EPM). During this event,
the Action Agenda of AEGEE is drafted and a conference
is held on a specific topic that is chosen by the Network.
EPM 2019 took place in the wonderful city of Izmir, hosted
by the most welcoming organising team of AEGEE-Izmir.
The thematic topic of EPM Izmir was ‘sustainability; what
do we want for the future?’ A total of 7 externals, 11
workshops, 4 Working Groups, a think tank and a panel
discussion, and about 140 participants have made the
thematic conference inspiring and motivating in many
ways.

we decided to present the topic in a logical narrative,
aiming to answer three questions accordingly:

As co-content manager of the EPM and coordinator
of the Society & Environment Interest Group, I was
determined to make the conference interactive and
of high quality. Tackling the topic of ‘sustainability’ can
be a challenge, as it entails many subtopics such as
climate change and sustainable development. Generally
speaking, ‘sustainability’ can be divided in three pillars:
social, economic, and environmental sustainability. The
potential danger when trying to cover all of these aspects
of sustainability, is to lose focus or meaning. To avoid this,

To help participants gaining a holistic understanding of
the topic, various aspects of sustainability were touched
upon in interactive sessions during EPM Izmir. Workshops
on the Sustainable Development Goals, economic and
political sustainability, climate change, sustainable cities,
gender roles in sustainability, and environmental health
gave insight in the question ‘what are the main challenges
of sustainability?’ Potential solutions to sustainability
challenges were discussed in for instance a workshop on

1.
2.
3.

What are the main challenges of sustainability?
What are potential solutions to these sustainability
challenges?
How can you contribute to these solutions, at any
level?

Moreover, when finding your answers to these three
questions, the main question ‘sustainability: what do we
want for the future?’ can be answered.
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Potential solutions
to
sustainability
challenges
were
discussed in for
instance a workshop on critical thinking about
sustainable development, a debating competition
on climate change, and a session about social
entrepreneurship and sustainability
critical thinking about sustainable development, a debating
competition on climate change, and a session about
social entrepreneurship and sustainability. Furthermore,
innovative movements such as ‘zero waste’ and ‘a zero
emission world’ were discussed with experts in the field,
focussing on how participants can contribute to these
movements. Additionally, a think tank on sustainable cities
engaged all participants in the process of developing a
solution for a specific sustainability problem and testing it
by making a pitch. Lastly, an interactive panel discussion
with experts in environmental health, circular economy,
renewable energy, and economic sustainability focussed
on how AEGEEans can contribute to the shift to a more
sustainable world. Together, these sessions contributed
to finding answers to the question ‘what do we want for
the future?’ when talking about sustainability.
Besides facilitating sessions on the topic of sustainability,
some specific actions for sustainability were seen in the
organization itself of EPM Izmir 2019. For example, the
local organisers started a successful fundraising program
to plant a forest. Additionally, participants brought their
own cup, following the Bring Your Own Cup campaign
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of the Society & Environment Interest Group. We hope
that events like EPM help more young people to feel
stimulated to take small actions like these.
The EPM also contributed to building various skills for
participants. Both in the Action Agenda drafting sessions
and the thematic sessions of EPM, participants are
challenged to think critically, to develop a position on
societal issues, and to find ways to take action on them.
AEGEE helps young Europeans to build these skills on a
continual basis and this can be seen as a key value of the
Network. Altogether, the EPM Izmir 2019 has contributed
to the level of knowledge on sustainability, has been an
opportunity to gain new skills, and stimulated AEGEEans
to take action.
When looking back at the event, we are grateful for the
opportunity that AEGEE gives to young people in Europe,
and to all tireless efforts of young volunteers within the
Network. Let’s meet again at the European Planning
Meeting 2020 and make it another success together with
the Network.
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TWO CONTINENTS ONE AGORA: A STAMBOULIOTE TOUCH TO AGORAE
by Enes Furkan Kurt, AEGEE-İstanbul

Do you believe in challenges in your life? After organizing
the biggest statutory event of AEGEE in the biggest city in
Europe where two continents, Asia and Europe, compose
togetherness fed by the intense history and cultural
diversity and uniting the core team from different cities to
work on the common mission for almost 10 months, we
do believe that for us, it has been the biggest challenge
so far.
Autumn Agora Istanbul, the 66th Agora in AEGEE history,
was held in Istanbul, Turkey, from the 2nd to the 7th
October 2018 with the participation and contribution
of 70 organizers/helpers and 630 participants in total.
Next to focusing on creating a space for discussion,
active participation for youth and a better democratic
and political environment and consciousness, the Agora
also revived the UN Sustainable Development Goals
under the title “Horizon 2030: What can you(th) do?”.
Hence, 5th October 2018 was the SDG Day of the Agora,
on which participants had a chance to learn 17 Goals
by discussing, asking and interacting with speakers and
experts delivering speeches during Global Goals Inspire,
acting and getting involved in the realization of Global

Challenges, and participating in “Global Goals Istanbul
City Rally” in which 17 teams based on 17 goals visited
Istanbul and completed tasks to get to know more about
SDG’s. On the same day before the City Rally, AEGEE-Cup
was held to understand the role of sport in integration
and human rights education.
We are also thankful to our partners, who are TÜSİAD,
Turkish Airlines, TransferWise, SportingWork, Istanbul
Metropolitan Municipality, Istanbul Convention &
Visitors Bureau, Delegation of the European Union to
Turkey and the Turkish Ministry of Youth and Sport to
make this event possible.
Another big appreciation goes to our guest speakers and
people, for their contribution to opening ceremony and
workshops/panels during the Agora.
In conclusion, we are grateful that we have achieved the
honor to organize the Agora for the second time.
Thank you all for your participation, supporting and being
with us!
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Behind the scenes of Spring Agora Bucuresti
by Bianca Crăciunescu, AEGEE-Bucuresti

In the autumn of 2018, a small antenna, AEGEE-Bucureşti,
assumed the brave role of organising Spring AGORA, the
General Assembly of all the members of AEGEE from 160
cities. In 2019, the year when Romania was in charge of
the presidency of the European Union and the European
Elections were taking place, a team of young people
succeeded to organize the event in less than 7 months.
Spring Agora Bucureşti took place between 8-13
May, under the slogan “It’s Up to You!”, pointing out
the importance of the voices of young people in civic
engagement, voting and all the other areas of interest.
The same core-team also organised a pre-event: “It’s Up to
You!” Conference - just three weeks before the European
Elections with speakers from the local and European
institutions and NGOs that had debates and workshops
with 150 young people about voting, representing their
civic rights and the phenomenon of fake news.
The core-team members and the extended team of
almost 100 helpers (local and international) took this
challenge of finding accommodation, venues for the
activities, food, social program and all the other things
that are vital for such a big event - for over 600 students
and young people from 40 cities from all over Europe. At
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the beginning it all seemed crazy and not-achievable, and
there have been some challenges during the period of
7 months, of course, but on the other hand, there have
been a lot of lessons learned, new friendships formed
among the members, increased motivation and new
partnerships for AEGEE-Bucuresti.
The days before the AGORA and the event itself seemed
like a rollercoaster of feelings for all of us. The first day
of the event seemed to be the hardest one with some
helpers giving up because of the stress and the pressure.
But, we weren’t discouraged and kept being there for the
participants and the event.
All the work and dedication that we put into this Agora
was finally worth it and appreciated by all the participants
that were coming during and after the event to us to give
us hugs and lovely messages.
All in all, organising an AGORA can be one of the biggest
challenges, but it also had a lot of advantages. We want to
thank the Comité Directeur, Chair Team and all the AEGEE
members that supported us and made the dream come
true. #ItsUpToYou
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It’s up to you - The challenges of an Agora
by Veronika Chmelárová, the Chairperson of the Agora

the year of the European Parliament elections, Brexit,
Euroscepticism and so many other issues, there has
never been a better time to dedicate the Agora, the
biggest meeting of AEGEEans and young Europeans,
to youth participation and the values of the European
Union. Starting with a thematic conference, “It’s up to
For the Chair Team, the Agora is a challenge. The Spring
you!”, with many professional speakers and ending with
Agora Bucuresti 2019 was not different in this. But what
the Opportunities/AEGEE Fair, these 5 days were filled
is it the Chair Team actually does? Let us start from the
with young spirit from all over the continent and beyond.
beginning.
We can only mention workshops such
as “Europe 2040” or “Gender Equality
in the world of politics”.
The debates were long, but fruitful and
The biannual general assembly of members and organs
of AEGEE-Europe…that is the official definition of the
Agora. For every one of us who has attended one, these
words mean something entirely different.

constructive, which is more than any Chair
can wish for

The Chair is elected at the Autumn Agora and the fun
starts right away. They set all the timelines and procedures
and are the deadline keepers until after the Agora. They
select their team: the Secretary of the Agora, the IT of the
Chair and all their assistants. They administer all the open
calls and they read all the motivation letters in order to
select the best possible participants. Yes, even if there
are 900 of those. They select
workshops, topics to be
presented in the plenaries,
progress meetings and
all this in cooperation
with the organizing Local
and the Board of AEGEEEurope. A job that is difficult,
nevertheless rewarding.

The debates were long, but fruitful
and constructive, which is more than
any Chair can wish for.

Now the Agora and the elections are over, but it is still up
to you to fight for your rights and freedoms and to make
the world a place you enjoy living in. You are the no longer
the future generation, you are the present. Make it count!

Agora Bucuresti was, thanks
to the Local organizers, the
Comité Directeur and you,
the Network, yet another
thematic Agora, sticking to
the, already, tradition. In
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Climate change movements
by Marie-Claire Graf, AEGEE-Dresden

The existential climate and biodiversity crisis are
dominating political and social agendas everywhere on
all levels. Youth around the world is standing up and
demanding change and a right for a sustainable future.
Some members of AEGEE joined the climate strikes and
I’m one of them. My name is Marie-Claire Graf, Europe
on Track 5 Ambassador on the topic of «Sustainability
and Climate Change», co-content manager of the
European Planning Meeting 2019 in Izmir on the topic of
«Sustainability – What Future do we want?» and member
of the AEGEE Society and the Environment Interest Group
(SEIG).
Science is very clear. The recent international scientific
report of the United Nations (IPCC Special Report on
1.5°C) stated convincingly that we have only a small
window to act left, more precise 11 years until irreversible
and self-enforcing changes will kick-off. These changes in
nature, society and in economics can be seen by all of
us. Our glaciers are melting, entire regions are drying, sea
levels are rising and rising, over 200 species are going to
be extinct on a daily base, whole communities are fleeing
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from areas of desertification and the economy is facing
resource scarcity - the world as we know it is on the
brink of collapse. Can the earth, nature and humanity still
be saved, or is it already too late? And if possible: Who
should, must and can change?
That’s exactly where Greta Thunberg, the Swedish climate
activist who started the «Friday’s for Future» movement,
the millions of children and youth who are striking for
climate protection and AEGEE come in. We are the present
and stand up for our right to have a livable future. It’s not
too late if we start acting boldly with an unprecedented
speed and tireless motivation. AEGEE as a progressive
and future-oriented interdisciplinary youth organization
is crucial to drive and shape this change. We have to find
answers together and act accordingly. AEGEE is already
raising awareness with different formats amongst its
members and triggering actions. SEIG is constantly
working toward improvements on different levels within
AEGEE because change is coming whether we like it or
not and now we can be part of it. I’m convinced that we
can change the status quo with the support of AEGEE.
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AEGEE Human rights Day 2018
by Luca Bisighini, Katharina Schwerdt, Coordination Team

AEGEE-Europe for decades has stood up in the field
of Human Rights, in different ways, with different
projects-initiatives and aiming at different goals like
raising awareness, being pro-actively present on the
field, informing about what was going in the world
and educating in a Non-Formal way, to hundreds and
hundreds of Young Europeans.
Continuing this long-established tradition, the Human
Rights Days 2018 - organized under the Umbrella of the
#Mega Campaign of the European Civic Forum, has again
showcased the good heart of AEGEE volunteers across
the continent.
The initiative lasted 2 weeks, from December 10th - the
World Human Rights’ Day - till December 24th, 2018.
The outcome of this initiative has been bigger than
anytime before: 623 people from 32 locals participated,
almost 2000€ was raised for charities and dozens of
activities were organized from a booklet of 30 activities
made by 10 different European Bodies, united together
under one common initiative.

This whole initiative also
inspired for the 2nd
consecutive year a contest
where the top 5 locals
- according to certain
criteria have been
publicly awarded during
the Spring Agora event
held in Bucharest from
May 8th till May 11th.
The top 5 locals of 2018 have been, from bottom up:
AEGEE-Zagreb, AEGEE-Grodno, AEGEE-Moskva, AEGEETartu and the 2018 edition winner, AEGEE-Iași which
succeeds to AEGEE-Leiden, winner of the 2017 edition.
The whole ceremony also introduced the new awards,
which consisted of five 3D printed and VI colored AEGEE’s
“As” symbols.
What else to say? Stay tuned for the 2019 edition and be
ready to stand up again for the Human Rights!
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Sustainability debating competition by
CIVIC EDUCATION WORKING GROUP
by Aynur Hasanzadeh, Julia Hanesz, Civic Education Working Group

The existential climate and biodiversity crisis are
dominating political and social agendas everywhere on
all levels. Youth around the world is standing up and
demanding change and a right for a sustainable future.
Some members of AEGEE joined the climate strikes and
I’m one of them. My name is Marie-Claire Graf, Europe
on Track 5 Ambassador on the topic of «Sustainability
and Climate Change», co-content manager of the
European Planning Meeting 2019 in Izmir on the topic of
«Sustainability – What Future do we want?» and member
of the AEGEE Society and the Environment Interest Group
(SEIG).
Science is very clear. The recent international scientific
report of the United Nations (IPCC Special Report on
1.5°C) stated very clearly that we have only a small
window to act left, more precise 11 years until irreversible
and self-enforcing changes will kick-off. But this changes
in nature, society and in economics can be seen by all
of us. Our glaciers are melting, entire regions are drying,
sea levels are rising and rising, over 200 species are going
to be extinct on a daily base, whole communities are
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fleeing from areas of desertification and the economy is
facing resource scarcity - the world as we know it is on the
brink of collapse. Can the earth, nature and humanity still
be saved, or is it already too late? And if possible: Who
should, must and can change?
That’s exactly where Greta Thunberg, the Swedish climate
activist who started the «Friday’s for Future» movement,
the millions of children and youth who are striking
for climate protection and AEGEE come in. We are the
present and stand up for our right to have a livable
future. It’s not too late if we start acting boldly with an
unprecedented speed and tireless motivation. AEGEE as
a progressive and future-oriented interdisciplinary youth
organization is crucial to drive and shape this change.
We have to find answers together and act accordingly.
AEGEE is already raising awareness with different formats
amongst its members and triggering actions. SEIG is
constantly working toward improvements on different
levels within AEGEE because change is coming whether
we like it or not but now we can be part of it. I’m convinced
that we can change with the support of AEGEE.

Key 2 Europe 2018-2019

Eat - Sleep - Train - Repeat
by Board of AEGEE-Academy

Strengthening the education of AEGEE-members became
a crucial point already in the early nineties. In July 1991,
the first one-week long training event (European School)
took place in Madrid. During these events, participants
get a chance to understand how NGOs operate and at the
same time develop their skills. Diverse training methods,
which include workshops and case studies, create the
perfect environment for fast knowledge absorption
among the trainees. In 1996 the European Schools have
become a very important cornerstone of AEGEE, but until
1999 there were hardly more than two European Schools
per year - far from enough to cover the huge demand.

AEGEE-Academy will continue providing trainings for the
whole Network and every member. One big challenge for
sure is the digitalisation of training, meaning that more
offers for online session will pop up in the future. The
advantage of this is that people don’t need to travel as
much and a training can be more inclusive. Nevertheless,
live trainings are essential for personal and professional
development. No matter what the future will bring, we
will: Eat - Sleep - Train - Repeat.
Academically yours,
Carina, Desireé, Dorothea, Isabelle and Matthias
Board of AEGEE-Academy 19/20

During European School in Gießen in the beginning
of April 1998, the fundamental idea arose to create
a working group that will develop a set of different
training events to cover the needs of the Network.
It was called the AEGEE Academy - the Human
Resources working group. In its first year of existence,
AEGEE-Academy organised 15 European Schools,
including the Training for Trainers, the event for
members interested to become a Trainer and share
their knowledge. Since then, at least six European
Schools were organised each year, but they are not
the only training events. AEGEEans can also attend
trainings and develop their skills at events such as
Local Training Courses (LTC) and Regional Training
Courses (RTC). In 2011, the Human Resources
Committee (HRC) was established, so since then we
are called AEGEE-Academy.
This year, AEGEE-Academy celebrates its 20th
Anniversary. 20 years and more than 130 training
events later, its aim has remained the same, to train
the members of AEGEE. We believe that non-formal
education is now more needed than ever. Slowly
and progressively companies are starting to ask for
especially soft skills in their applications. That is why

This
year,
AEGEE-Academy
celebrates its 20th Anniversary.
20 years and more than 130
training events later, its aim has
remained the same, to train the
members of AEGEE
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SKILL UP NOW: SOFT SKILLS TRAINING
by Fani Kragiopoulou, Emmanouela Strongyli Tsiotsiou, AEGEE-Thessaloniki

We had an idea to organize and take part in a training that
is focused and based on soft skills. The implementation
of this idea was realized by AEGEE-Thessaloniki in
collaboration with Youth Development Working Group.
35 AEGEEans and non-AEGEEans from all over Europe
took part in the training “Youth in Progress: Skill Up Now”
that was held in the city of Thessaloniki during 4 days (14
– 17 March 2019). Along with 4 experienced trainers the
whole idea came to reality.
The main goal of this training was to involve and inspire
everybody that was part of it, both organizers and
participants included. There were various topics such as:
decision making, emotional intelligence, public speaking,
problem solving, project management, strategic planning,
team building & group dynamics and time management.
In every step of this project, trainers, participants and
organizers had specific time for theory and practice,
often separated into small groups to be able to solve the
challenges. This made it more interesting for all of us.
Also, at the beginning of this project, Alkisti Macrynikola,
board member of NGO “Ethelon Greece”, gave a speech

on “Volunteerism & Soft Skills” and, on the last day,
we organized a workshop with a Greek HR specialist,
named Dimitris Diamantis. He taught us how to make an
effective job interview and provided us with tips and tricks
regarding CV and the whole application procedure. In the
end, a blast of changes came in the way we act and think
in personal and professional life.
The above-mentioned topics are so important for us, as
youth. These are the key points of improving and selfdeveloping. As the organizing team of “You(th) in Progress:
Skill up NOW”, we feel proud of what we achieved: ideas
to be born and mostly the implementation of them.
We could gather young people from all over Europe to
share ideas, knowledge, passion, and values. Of course,
the training could not be held without the help of our 4
trainers. Furthermore, an event is not successful without
participants, who became part of this initiative. Last but
not least, the organizers behind the scenes are the final
brick to be put on the wall, coming along with all the
willingness, effort and hospitality possible.
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Mental Health European School
by Desiree van Langen, Youth Development Working Group Coordinator

From 26-29.3.2019 the first edition of the Mental Health
European School (MHES) took place, a cooperation
between AEGEE-Academy, the Youth Development
Working Group (YDWG), AEGEE-Valencia and Euro
Youth Mental Health. Trainers Milos Stankovic (Euro
Youth Mental Health) and Desireé van Langen (AEGEEAmsterdam, YDWG and AEGEE-Academy) took care of the
content.
The topic of mental health is new on the agenda of AEGEEEurope and therefore we decided to organize a Mental
Health European School. During this 4-day long training
event 20 participants learned about the topic of mental
health. The event took place at a beautiful location in the
nature, 5 minutes walking from the beach. During this
training event the participants discussed the definition
and meaning of mental health, brainstormed about the
importance of mental health in our daily lives, learned
about the differences between psychologist/psychiatrist/
psychotherapist, experienced emotions and feelings in a
walking exercise with changing instructions, got to know
the mental health problem division and learned about
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the five most common mental disorders while doing role
plays and learned how to speak to/help these people. The
topics of stress and anxiety were tackled while doing a
stress inducing exercise which was followed by debriefing
and a personal reflection of what happens in your body.
Next to this, participants did a self-care assessment,
followed by setting one or more personal goals for their
self-care improvement. The beautiful location and the
nice weather led to a lot of outside activities and even a
relaxing breathing exercise on the beach. Last, but not
least, we talked about mental health in the EU and we
brainstormed about the importance of the European
level regarding this topic (Such as research/data, sharing
best practises and much more). Daily reflection groups
gave participants the possibility to share their feelings,
thoughts and learning process.
Thank you AEGEE-Academy, AEGEE-Valencia, the Youth
Development Working Group and Euro Youth Mental
Health for making this event possible! And a big thank you
to all the amazing participants!

Key 2 Europe 2018-2019

equal rights working group
by Saramijn Luyken, Equal Rights Working Group

The Equal Rights Working Group works hard to make
AEGEE as inclusive as possible. The aim of the Working
Group and Focus Area is ‘to acknowledge and tackle
discrimination based on gender identity, expression, and
sexual orientation, promoting equity form an intersectional
perspective’. We focus on creating materials to raise
awareness on the topics described in the Action Agenda
with an aim to educate as many people as we can.
Our Objectives were to
•
Organise activities in at least 60 different locals on
diversity and/or discrimination, with at least 50%
focused on gender or LGBT+ from an intersectional
perspective.
•
Develop a diversity toolkit and have a pilot in 5 locals.
•
Assure the accessibility to and the inclusivity of AEGEE
events, of at least 5 European events, for people with
disabilities.
•
Organise at least 50 local activities on the topic of
sexual harassment or consent.
The Working Group has worked together with several
AEGEE-Europe projects to achieve its objectives. In
cooperation with the Safe Person Project and SMASH, we
created materials and guidelines on sexual harassment
to make AEGEE a safe place for everyone.

NGOs: what are the struggles they face every day? How
successful are their projects? What plans for the future
do they have?
Thanks to our partner Interrail, 2 travelers selected by the
ERWG will travel to the East of Europe for 10 days with
an Interrail pass. They will meet volunteers from NGOs
working in a wide range of fields such as Human Rights,
LGBT+, minorities, gender equality, etc.
The aim is to raise awareness about the work of these
NGOs in order to help their cause and the idea is to write
and publish the articles on platforms which are accessible
to both AEGEEans and non-AEGEEans, with the content
arising from the meetings and interviews, describing the
reality of the non-governmental sector in every single
country included in the project.
Of course, the Working Group has done many other
things but we hope we gave you a glimpse into our work
and that you might get excited to join a Working Group in
the future or help us organise an event!
Equally yours,
The Equal Rights Working Group

We had the pleasure to cooperate
with Yvote to organise the convention
on Social Inclusion in Tartu. The event
had a diverse program inviting policy
makers and had discussions on different
barriers certain social groups are faced
with when participating in society.
One of the bigger project this year
is the Let’s Go NGO project. Let’s Go
NGO is a new project with the aim of
getting acquainted with the situation of
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Three days of plastic free around Naples with AEGEE-Napoli
by Serena De Luise, Main organizer of “NaPULITA-Don’t look back in plastic”

The idea of a green event came from the last one
organized by AEGEE-Napoli. We were already concerned
about the environment and the plastic situation and it was
terrible seeing how much plastic and useless trash and
waste we normally produce during events. So we decided
to create and organize a totally plastic free event without
any kind of waste. That’s how the event “NaPULITA –Don’t
look back in plastic” was born.
It seems easy to organize an event without using plastic…
that’s what we thought at the beginning, but it’s not. We
have to think about everything, even cocktails and straws
in random clubs!
In fact, we asked to our participants to bring their own
cup and they received a metallic straw in their welcome
pack to keep and use wherever they went from the first
day on. And of course, we hope it will be used around
Europe!
One of the best and funniest moments was when we
drank spritzs all together and instead of plastic glasses,
we had a big jar and everyone was looking at us...but we
were very proud to give such a good example!
AEGEE-Napoli undoubtedly wants to raise awareness
among young people across Europe, but above all, the
dream is to spread the
message
to
Neapolitan
citizens, so that everyone
can contribute in a concrete
way to keep our seas safe
and the planet in general. We
are not alone in this project.
Being sensitive to climate
changes and the consequent
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problems for our planet is a topic which concerns
different organizations as well and we had the pleasure
of having a workshop with the co-founder of Friday For
Future Naples. He explained to our participants who they
are, what they do and above all, why they do it and the
importance of not being passive to what happens around
us but of always making the difference, even if small.
One of the most satisfying activity was the clean up on the
beach organized by Retake Napoli followed by a plastic
free picnic all together. Retake Napoli is a spontaneous
movement, with the aim of retraining degraded areas, of
spreading the civic sense of the territory and contributing
to creating a sense of community among citizens.
We had a lot of fun and we were also helping our city and
all the community so it was a perfect mix!
Last but not least we want to thank the Civic Education
Working Group of AEGEE-Europe, who supported us with
precious materials for our workshop.
For me, has been a very useful experience because it was
the first one as main organizer and it was a pleasure to
give my contribution to spread the importance of civic
sense of your city and of the whole planet among the
participants and the Neapolitan citizens.

Key 2 Europe 2018-2019

Twin locals
by Victor Helsloot, AEGEE-Leiden

Finding a twinning name isn’t always easy. Take the first
letters of Leiden and last of Dresden and you get Leiden…
First of Dresden and last of Leiden? Dresden… Drelei and
Leidres sound terrible and although Denden would make
a hell of a chant it also sounds like the cavemen have
returned. No, combining the two names wouldn’t work.
Besides the last three letters of the names of the cities
AEGEE-Leiden and AEGEE-Dresden don’t have a lot in
common. AEGEE-Dresden was founded only five years
ago, while AEGEE-Leiden is one of the six founding locals.
Dresden has a university of technology while Leiden
University teaches mostly humanities and behavioural
sciences. AEGEE-Dresden has around 80 members while
AEGEE-Leiden is one of the biggest in the network with
its 350 members. But you know what they say: opposites
attract.
And that’s exactly what happened when members of both
locals met each other at Autumn Agora Istanbul 2018 and
sparked the idea of becoming twin locals. After discussing

the matter on members meetings, having Skype calls,
someone from Dresden going to NYE Leiden, creating
a twinning video and many amazing exchanges, Spring
Agora Bucuresti 2019 arrived. As the members of the
Agora enjoyed a beautiful video with shots from the first
exchange, the President of AEGEE-Leiden, PR responsible
of AEGEE-Dresden, Network Director of AEGEE-Europe
and Speaker of the Network Commission signed the
twinning contract, and finally, the twinning had officially
started.
The twin local project is a great project, and Leiden and
Dresden will show the network what amazing locals they
are: twinning truly is winning. Many beautiful things are
waiting to happen in these cities and many beautiful things
have already happened, but what has been revealed so
far is only the tip of the iceberg. Their twinning name?
After the mascot of AEGEE-Dresden, Dresdino, and the
city of Leiden: Leidino.
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Training for Facilitators by
CIVIC EDUCATION WORKING GROUP
by Katharina Staschull, Civic Education Working Group

AEGEE strives to build bridges between cultures, countries
and languages. Young Europeans should understand the
value of institutions like the EU. Education can be seen as
a key element to raise awareness about problems that
threaten peace and democracy in Europe. However, it is
important to forward these ideas not only in AEGEE, but
also beyond that. For example, by going into high schools
to teach pupils about civic education. Since AEGEEans
should themselves learn how to do that, we had a training
for facilitators in Brussels. The training was co-funded by
the European Parliament under the YEP (Why European
Parliament) 2.0 project.
The training had three main goals. Firstly, to advice
participants on how to plan a visit in high schools and
what to keep in mind when contacting schools. The
second goal was to provide some sort of teacher training,
with tips on how to stand and talk in front of a class, what
to expect from pupils, age 14 to 18, and how to create
workshops in general. Thirdly, the aim was to provide
information on EU institutions and civic education in
order for participants to be able to teach authentically
and based on sufficient knowledge.
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The topic of civic education was dealt with in different
workshops. Besides a general workshop on what is
civic education, the participants got into the topics of
media literacy, debating, gender equality and political
involvement. Concerning the topic of gender equality,
participants did not only attend a workshop, but also the
woman’s right march.
With the elections just two months after the training,
the main thematically focus besides civic education
was on the EU with its institutions, history and possible
threats and problems. Therefore, the participants gained
knowledge on how the government of the EU works by
visiting the EU parliament and the parlamentarium in
Brussels. Additionally, we had a debate about European
spring and persisting structures in the EU with former
AEGEE members. The participants were then asked to
create their own workshops about the above mentioned
topics.
Overall, the aim was to help AEGEEans feel confident
enough to visit high schools and educate pupils about
topics that should concern every European citizen.

Key 2 Europe 2018-2019

Best Practices AEGEE-Moskva & AEGEE-Saint Petersburg
by Polina Kapustina, AEGEE-Moskva

AEGEE-Moskva and AEGEE-Sankt-Peterburg have had
the second consecutive year meeting. Even though our
two antennae are just a little bit closer by distance than
Berlin and Amsterdam, we started an inspiring tradition
of meeting together.
The idea of organizing an event between two antennae is
simple yet beautiful. Two locals representing actual and
cultural capitals of Russia organize a meeting somewhere
in the country in order to get to know each other. But as it
turned out, there is much more in this event rather than a
simple meeting of members. It contains everything which
is so attractive and appealing in AEGEE events: exploring
the culture, fun activities, tons of communication, new
and old friends, a social part, sharing best practices, RUS
night and endless AEGEE spirit.

us to discuss all the aspects of antenna management
although we covered IT, PR, HR, Treasure, Secretary, and
President spheres. This meeting was inspiring, useful and
heartwarming. Despite being different and having our
own identity, we all have the same challenges and it feels
incredible relieving to share and find a solution together.
And needless to say that our meeting is all about members
who get to know each other. We managed to establish a
warm, friendly atmosphere which allowed people to meet
each other and build a friendship just in one weekend.
This is due to the magic of AEGEE and a little help from
the social part of the event. We made a strong connection
which is based on more than a thought that we are all
AEGEEans from one country.

What makes our meetings so special?
First of all, we are working together to
organize it and make it perfect for all the
participants: we had over 50 people this
year not only from Saint Petersburg and
Moscow but from other cities of Russia
and a special guest from France. This
is a perfect chance to build new skills
and obtain the experience to organize
any other event starting from a local
meeting up to Summer Universities.
Each year we choose one new city apart
from the capitals in order to explore our
own country, our history, and culture
which are the part of European heritage.
This is a crucial part of getting to know
our roots, diversity of our mother Russia and sharing it
with the members of the Network coming to visit us. This
year we visited the stunning city of Tver which is located
in the middle between Moscow and Saint Petersburg. We
had a city tour for almost a whole day and learned many
traditional Russian games which can be easily adopted for
energizers and ice-breaking games for an AEGEE event you haven’t seen anything like that!
One of the most valuable and content part of such
meetings is sharing best practices between board
members of three antennae (We also had a board member
of AEGEE-Voronezh). There wasn’t even enough time for

This is an idea, which we would like to share with the
whole AEGEE Network, as it aims at strengthening the
power of the Network, getting to know your neighbors
and discovering your own culture. Our meeting of
AEGEE-Sankt-Peterburg and AEGEE-Moskva was more
than exchange and as packed for emotions as a SU.
We strongly believe that each meeting influences our
potential to grow further, making new projects, believing
in AEGEE and thriving of AEGEE-Moskva and AEGEESankt-Peterburg. This is an exciting adventure which we
would not end.
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Strategic Planning Meeting Köln
by Maya Tielemann, Paulina Böhm, Main Organizers

The Strategic Planning Meeting which took place in
Köln from 19th -23rd June hosted 70 participants and 4
externals and focused on the drafting of the next Strategic
Plan of AEGEE-Europe for 2020-2023.

The SPM in Köln was put under the motto of: “Setting the
course to Eurotopia”. We wanted to create a visionary
setting and a “call to action” atmosphere in the event to
make sure, from the logistical point of view, that the right
mood was set for a productive and impactful framework.

What is the Strategic Plan?
It can be separated into the thematic and the organizational
focus of AEGEE-Europe. The thematic part of the Strategic
Plan describes the new Focus Areas with their overall
goals. The organizational part illustrates structural and
organizational improvements that we deem necessary to
make AEGEE more sustainable and efficient in the future.
The SPM in Köln was, therefore, a meeting where the most
visionary AEGEEans gathered together and used their
purpose-orientation to draft focuses and strategies to
make our association reach the next level. In the sessions,
participants identified different thematic streams in
Europe and proposed future focus areas. Furthermore,
different organizational improvements were proposed
and discussed and put into a clear structure so after 3
years they are still valid.
AEGEE needs to renew its vision for the midterm future in
order to stay relevant and ahead of the game, this is why
strategic planning is of the utmost importance.

The local organizers set the focus of this event on the
implementations of the following topics: waste reduction
and conscious consumerism as well as social inclusion.
Participants got to enjoy half of the meals home-cooked
and the rest was from local shops.
Together with the planning team, it was decided to
have a chill social program to really foster discussions
and thematic conversations also at night. Furthermore,
the concept of Borderless European Night was realized
which abandoned the national representation and rather
focused on the local representation which participants
really enjoyed.
All in all the SPM was super productive and thanks to all
parties involved a great success!
The Planning Team will keep on working on the Strategic
Plan until Agora Salerno 2019 where it will be ratified and
from 2020 on put into practice.

Co-funded by the
European Union
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Les Anciens
by Michele Turati

In the year 2019 many AEGEE activities focused around
the election of the European Parliament. Few of such
activities are also included and described in this yearbook,
in separate chapters.
The debate around the future of Europe, the Europe we
would like to have was active and stimulating also among
Les Anciens of AEGEE-Europe, the official alumni network
of the association.
Discussions took place in all available formats, on the
forums, distribution lists, social media and during our
face to face meetings, stimulated by the fact that few of
former AEGEE members were standing as a candidate
for the election as MEP, in different countries and across
different parties of the political spectrum.
That’s when we see one of the major features that didn’t
disappear when quitting AEGEE: the sparks of idealism
that got many people into AEGEE does carry on, evolves
once the University years are over and a new phase of
life kicks in.

Many of the members who joined AEGEE across all its 35
years of existence did it because of believing in building a
better future was possible. That supporting the creation
and strengthening of Europe was possible. It still is, despite
the fact that again the idea of Europe is threatened by
different forces that work against a peaceful and united
Europe.
It was such a warm feeling to see active discussions on
how to engage those forces, brainstorm about potential
solutions, stimulate and activate passions and optimism
that in some members were now secondary.
The highest point in 2019 has been touched during the
General Meeting, which took place in Tirana early in the
month of June. A meeting organized by former members
of AEGEE living in the region.
How to join the alumni network: go to the website www.
anciens.org and fill the contact form under the button
“join Les Anciens”. Simple as it is.
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“Another Brick Off The Wall” - Autumn Agora Salerno 2019
by Sonia Della Sala, Content Director of Autumn Agora Salerno 2019

Autumn Agora Salerno will be
taking place exactly 30 years
after its first host in November
1989. Much has changed since
that opening ceremony and
much will change from October
2019 onwards.
In
1989,
AEGEE-Salerno
gathered hundreds of young
students to discuss about
Europe, democracy and its
borders. From that 10th
November nothing would look
the same anymore: neither
Europe, nor AEGEE. AEGEE
shaped the course of history
and broaden its Network. From
a Western European student association, AEGEE slowly
became that inclusive organization we all strive for today.
Prone to be dreamers, AEGEE-Salerno never stopped
aiming at gathering hundreds of young activists and
hosting an AEGEE general assembly again. For years
now, AEGEE-Salerno has lived on the roaring motto of
“More Salerno in Europe, More Europe in Salerno”. After
the “Representation Needs Participation - European
Elections” - Franck Biancheri Award 2018 Conference,
that took place in Salerno between 13th and 15th of April,
this little butterfly is ready to spread and flap its wings
again.

For years now, AEGEE-Salerno has
lived on the roaring motto of “More
Salerno in Europe, More Europe in
Salerno”

In October 2019, in the southern European city of
Salerno, AEGEE will focus on some of the daily struggles
of its members and will try to find a common ground
solution. Especially youngsters - us, the future of the
European democracy - challenged to speak up, will be the
core focus of this Agora.
Bigger walls have to be knocked down nowadays.
Those walls are not solid, but metaphoric. Walls such
as: education, mobility, self-expression and job/career.
Through thematic events, conferences and workshops on
this major brick points, Autumn Agora Salerno 2019 will
bring to the content table the biggest discussion AEGEE
has ever set up.
We foresee our future and need to start acting
fast. Brexit, the widespread rising of populism
and European Elections are destabilizing our
freedoms. We are called to reflect on what has
been done so far in Europe and still has to be
done. The year 2019 is the year to remember
because the brightest future cannot be based on
forgotten pasts!
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European Planning Meeting Barcelona
2020: Be unstoppable!
by Néstor Saura, AEGEE-Barcelona

To be unstoppable: that’s the
general motto acquired by
Social Inclusion means breaking barriers, giving
AEGEE-Barcelona, the next
everybody an opportunity to reach whatever they
hosting local of the European
Planning Meeting of AEGEE.
want, without any considerations. In essence, to
An expression that started as
be unstoppable!
a joke has become our engine
for going forward and decide
connected to most of the European territory. In fact,
to organize this huge event, but also will have some
we are connected by direct flights with more than sixty
relation with the topic recently approved by the Agora.
AEGEE locals.
Social Inclusion means breaking barriers, giving everybody
Right now we are lucky to finally have a huge team of
an opportunity to reach whatever they want, without any
really active and motivated members. We have been
considerations. In essence, to be unstoppable!
working really hard in the last months, so finally we
signed an agreement for hosting the event in one of the
Our event will be an appropriate occasion to put in
best university campus in the state. The main goal of the
a frame all the work done in the last years by AEGEE
organizers team is to offer you a high quality event, based
regarding this topic. Apart from that, the most important
on diversity and sustainability.
thing will be to merge all the ideas needed to build up fully
inclusive and open organizations representing the whole
Building a better society is the soul of AEGEE, and the
youth of Europe.
EPM Barcelona will be a perfect occasion for shaping an
inclusive future for all the European youth. We hope to
The EPM 2020 will take place in Barcelona, a really open
see you soon in Barcelona!
and dynamic city. It’s a big and well-known city, very well
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Spring Agora 2020
by Kalipso Bznuni, Armenak Minasyants, Izabella Khanzratyan, AEGEE-Yerevan

The South Caucasus is one of
the less discovered areas in
the AEGEE universe. Located at
the south-eastern borders of
Europe, Armenia, and AEGEEYerevan, currently the only
Armenian local of the network
is ready to produce another
high standard European event –
Spring Agora Yerevan 2020!
Yerevan is Armenia’s capital - a
historical city (2801 years old), the
cradle of European culture and
Christianity, and as of now a fast
developing and cozy European
city with vibrant hospitable
residents and the most active
youth. It is worth mentioning that
AEGEE-Yerevan has already had
a big AEGEE-Europe event in the
city: back in March 2018, the local hosted the European
Planning Meeting 2018, which brought together almost
200 participants. Since then not only AEGEE-Yerevan has
changed, but the Armenian society itself too. In April-May
2018 the small South Caucasian nation went through
a historical political transformation, landmarked with
the victory of the peaceful Velvet Revolution. Since then
Armenia has undertaken an important leadership role in
championing fundamental human rights and transparent
governance far beyond its borders.
One of the sunniest cities in Europe, Yerevan will once
again be the epicenter for the European youth to voice
opinions in the ever-changing realities of Europe. The
Spring Agora Yerevan 2020 has been a landmark for entire
AEGEE-Yerevan. The local has risen to its prominence by
promoting active citizenship thus becoming one of the
leading youth hubs in the region.
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It goes without saying that the upcoming General
Assembly will be a “must-go” event for any AEGEEan, as
the historical and undiscovered South Caucasus, the
affordable regional flight connections via WizzAir and
other airlines and the amazing 3 days long pre-event to
take place in Georgia will surely make the upcoming Agora
a milestone event. We can’t not mention the organization
(the participants will be accommodated at youth hotels
and hostels), the cheap prices for everything (literally), the
crazy late-night parties and delicious wine, the high level
of attendance from the revolutionary Government - a
guaranteed success due to supremely experienced and
committed organizers, support from highest state-level
institutions, strong bilateral partnership with the private
companies, diplomatic missions and Embassies.
Stay tuned, start packing and planning for the best AEGEE
trip in your life!
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We are Comité Directeur 57, nice to meet you!
Dear Network,
Summer is here and for most AEGEEans that means they
will not only take a break from studying and working, but
also a time for traveling and exploration. As thousands
will go on Summer Universities and other events, these
months always breed and capture the AEGEE spirit. We
will meet new people, lay waste to national and personal
borders and have experiences that will stay with us for a
lifetime.
Often, these summers also inspire a whole new generation
of members to become active in our association. It is
great to see your recent friends pop up in the sea of
pictures from fresh and eager boards from all over
Europe. And among all of those teams, there is another
group of people that is starting a new adventure: Comité
Directeur 57. Some of our AEGEE stories also started with
a phenomenal summer, others with a fun local activity.
Either way, it shows one of the other strengths of AEGEE:
small things can eventually have a big impact.
Everyone will have the chance to get involved over the
summer and during next year. Some might dedicate a
lot of time to AEGEE, while others just drop in every now

and then. But no matter what the involvement looks like,
we should remember that even small things can have a
big impact. Whether it is giving training sessions to share
skills and knowledge, or contributing to raising awareness
on topics close to our hearts, it will influence someone’s
life. The beauty of our association is that the action
of individuals are amplified by the thousands of other
members across dozens of countries that contribute to
the same set of goals and values. That is how we help
make a difference as a collective. As is true for politics, the
real change is not made in Brussels, it happens in your
local communities.
We look forward to the start of the term with great
anticipation and excitement. We are curious to see in
which ways the individuals that make up our network will
contribute and how we as Comité Directeur might help
and facilitate that progress. We call on everyone to take
an active stance, think of something you would like to
have an impact on and see which small steps would be
the first to take. Together, we can realise the change.
At your service,
Alvaro, Batuhan, Baris, Daniël, Hanna & Oksana
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